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November 19, 2002 

Ronald T. Owens 
202 - 5201 - 52 Avenue 
Ponoka, AB T4J 1 H6 
Phone: 403-783-6487 
Fax: 403-783-6586 

Alberta Energy 
Mineral Operations Division 
Mineral Tenure Branch 
9"  Floor, 9945 - 108 St. 
Edmonton, AB T5K 2G6 

Attention: Hazel Hensen, Agreement Administrator 

I hereby submit an Assessment Work Report to cover the required expenditures for the following 
lands: All of section 21-6-09-079 

All of section 22-6-09-079 
All of section 26-6-09-079 
All of section 27-6-09-079 
All of section 34-6-09-079 
All of section 35-6-09-079 A total of 3840 acres or 1554.048 hectares 

All of section 2-6-09-080 
All of section 3-6-09-080 
All of section 7-6-09-080 
All of section 8-6-09-080 
All of section 9-6-09-080 
All of section 10-6-09-080 
The South-west quarter of section 11-6-09-080 
The South one-half of section 16-6-09-080 
The South one-half of section 17-6-09-080 
The South one-half of section 18-6-09-080 A total of 4960 acres or 2007.3 12 hectares 

The balance of the acreage of these two permits (9396110003 and 9396110004)1 wish to drop 
at this time as they are no longer of interest for this project. 

I have concentrated efforts on developing a leaching protocol for iron rich ore and comparing the 
results with a fusion protocol; however, getting a consistent correlation still requires more time 
and effort. 

60&0~~~ 
 

Ronald T. Owens 



Authorization to Reproduce or Copy 

I hereby give authorization to reproduce or copy this report, after the 

customary one year delay. 

Ronald T. Owens 
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January 14, 2003 

Alberta Energy 
Mineral Development Division 
7"  Floor North Petroleum Plaza 
9945 - 108 Street 
Edmonton, AB T5K 2G6 

Attention: Susan Carlisle, Director, Mineral Agreements 
Coal and Mineral Development 

Dear Ms. Carlisle: 

In response to your letter of December 23, 2002, 1 will elaborate on the following queries: 

1. Although I believe it necessary to continually up-grade my lab capabilities, 1 will accept the $13,500.00 amount 
that was previously acknowledged by you. 

2. Although I have found it necessary to travel extensively in acquiring equipment and transporting re-agents as 
("hazardous goods regulations" create courier and importation difficulties). Also, the necessity of prompt 
delivery of leach samples required a great deal of mileage. However, as I realize they are subjective, I will forgo 
all travel costs. 

3. The efforts reported here relate to three components of the program of evaluating the Bad Heart Sandstone as a 
precious metal prospect. 

1 have worked and spent on this program for over ten years; however, the results obtained were often 
inconclusive. 

For this reason, it appeared necessary to try and identify the causes of the varying results , by a systematic 
research program of in-house wet chemistry, suggested by an accredited chemist. 

Over two hundred separate leach trials were conducted; one hundred and twenty-five are reported here. The 
balance were either partial or total failures and so are not reported. 

Each leach trial required a minimum of six hours, three at a time, dictated by space in the fume cabinet for three 
stirring hot plates. This, along with the associated preparation of samples (drying, screening and weighing) and 
the cleaning of necessary glassware, etc. required a minimum total of five hundred hours. 

4. The goal of this phase of the program was to try and identify the most suitable pre-treatment and type of leach 
procedure, for use on a single sample collection of the Bad Heart Sandstone. The reason for this was to eliminate 
variables that would be introduced, and thus skew the data, if samples taken from multiple locations were used 
for the initial research. 

This standardized procedure would then be used for samples from other sites and depths. This should create an 
informed decision of the property's potential. 

Due to the importance of identifying the procedures required toccurately analyze materials with the 
characteristics of the Bad Heart Sandstone, the procedures used must remain proprietary, at this time. 
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4. Continued 

One other aspect of the program, included in the report, is the field trip of late April, 2001. At this time an 
experienced geologist and myself, contracted Blackhawk Excavating of Spirit River to re-excavate a test pit 
at Site one - LSD -06-section 26-06-09-79. The pit was sampled at one foot intervals, to the depth of twelve 
feet. These samples were then dried, pulverized, screened, split and logged. 

A split of each sample was forwarded to Auric Metallurgical Laboratories of Salt Lake City, for fire assay with 
nickle sulphide collection. 

This work required approximately one hundred hours, the results of which are included in the body of the report. 

Would you please insert the revised "Statement of Expenditures" and "Allocation of Expenditure" and remove the 
initial submission in the existing copies of the report. 

I am including a list setting forth expenses, as well as a list of consulting and custom services utilized, for which 
receipts can be provided if required. 

Also included is a description of work done and conclusions arrived at for inclusion in the Body of the Report. 

S 	 Respectfully yours, 

Ronald T. Owens 

N.B. Correct address is: Suite 202, 5201 - 52 Ave. 
Ponoka, AB 
T4J 1H6; 

(not suite 201) 
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Jan 
May 
Jan 
Mar 
Feb 
Feb 
Mar 
Mar 
Jun 
Jul 
Feb 
Feb 
Feb 
May 
May 
May 
Jun 
Jun 
Jun 
Jun 
Aug 
Aug 
Aug 
2001 
2001 
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Expendables for which receipts can be provided if required 
S 

Bedrock Supplies 
Bedrock Supplies 
Bedrock Supplies 
Bedrock Supplies 
Bedrock Supplies 
Bedrock Supplies 
Bedrock Supplies 
Bedrock Supplies 
Petrocraft 
Petrocraft 
Franklin Supply 
Petrocraft 
Action Mining Supplies 
Action Milling Supplies 
Action Mining Supplies 
Action Mining Supplies 
Action Mining Supplies 
Action Mining Supplies 
High Valley Chemicals 
High Valley Chemicals 
Vopak Chemicals 
Vopak Chemicals 
Mid North Safety Supply 
Sample bags 
Loomis (sample transport) 
Alfa Aesar 
Sample bags 
U.P.S. (transport of re-agents) 
U.P.S. 
Greyhound 
Fisher Scientific 
De-ionized water 
Heat and electricity for lab 

Total 

$ 	211.86 
92.57 
67.23 

462.45 
516.21 
40.93 
91.53 
70.51 

103.42 
16.45 
10.48 
67.41 

8.51 
209.01 
132.82 
160.67 
175.32 
207.44 

22.86 
201.28 

84.26 
41.71 
38.95 

8.63 
28.50 

162.77 
16.41 
40.11 
48.11 

7.72 
97.18 
85.00 

1,224.00 

$4,776.91 

S 



Consulting and Custom Services utilized 

2000 

Nov 
Dec 

2001 

Apr 
Apr 

2000 

Dec 

is 	Dec 

2001 

Philip Analytical Services 
Philip Analytical Services 

Philip Analytical Services 
Philip Analytical Services 

Maxam Analytical 
Maxam Analytical 

S 	612.25 
615.25 

160.50 
347.75 

342.40 
149.80 

. 

Mar 
	

Maxam Analytical 
Feb 
	

Alpha Laboratories 
May 
	

Genalysis 
Aug 
	

Auric Laboratories 
Feb 
	

Loring Laboratories 
Sept 
	

Loring Laboratories 
April 
	

Blackjack Excavating 

2002 

Feb 

is Consulting and Custom Services utilized 

149.80 
218.21 
144.00 

2208.04 
96.30 
29.96 

386.27 

779.25 

Total 
	

S 6,239.78 
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Statement of Expenditures 

Metallic and Industrial Minerals Permit Nos 9396110003 and 9396110004 

. 

Description 

Fifty percent of capital investment carried forward from 
previous period 

Lab materials and reagents 

Consulting and Custom Services 

Equipment maintenance 

Time spent on project 

Total Cost 

$ 13,500.00 

3,733.68 

6,583.58 

$ 37,407.95 

I certify that these expenditures are valid and were incurred in conducting assessment work on the above permits. 

Signed 

Ronald T. Owens 

KAREN R. DAY 

Signature/Stamp: 
A Commissioner for OatLhs  I ./ 

Commissioner 	
r the Province of Alberta.  

For Oaths 	 7 

. 
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PerniitNo. 	 Ha. 

9396110003 
	

1554.048 

9396110004 
	

2007.3 12 

Total 
	

3561.36 

Allocation of Expenditures 

Expenditure Required 

$ 15,540.048 

20,073.12 

$ 35,613.60  

Expenditure Assigned 

$16,331.18 

21,076.77 

$ 37,394.27 

S 
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Introduction : Program for the Evaluation of the Bad Heart Sandstone 

In November of 2000 it was concluded that much of the prior work and expense related to evaluating this property as 
a precious metal prospect, was not accomplishing that goal. 

An in-house wet-chemistry analysis procedure was begun, under the instruction of an accredited chemist. 

The focus of this program was twofold: 

1. To identify the most suitable pre-treatment and leach procedure for use on sample material containing anomalous 
iron, nickel, manganese and other potentially interfering elements. 

2. To evaluate I.C.P. mass spec. as an accurate, economical way of analyzing the pregnant leach samples produced. 

Work Performed: 

Over two hundred leach trials were conducted; the first several groups were either partial or total failures, and so 
are not reported. 

S 	The protocol followed was "Standard Addition" utilizing a pulp from Nevada, of proven consistency of AU values as 
the spike. 

This spike was used in all samples submitted for instrumental analysis, to which various ratios of Bad Heart 
Sandstone pulp was added. 

In the interest of reducing as many variables as possible, the Bad Heart Sandstone pulp used was a thoroughly mixed 
sample from between two feet and four feet of an earlier backhoe pit at Site one LSD -06-section 26-06-09-79 
(see air photo map) 

After a standardized procedure is established, it would then be rigidly applied to samples from other locations and 
depths of this property. 

On April 26 ;  2002, a second test pit was excavated at Site one - LSD 06-section 26-06-09-79. 

Approximately ten pounds of material was collected at one foot intervals, to a depth of twelve feet. As in the 
previous pit, a two foot horizon of cemented material was encountered at six feet of depth. 

Several hundred pounds of this material was retrieved and transported for future analysis. Each one foot horizon was 
air-dried, pulverized, split, screened and logged. One thousand gram, representative splits of each aforementioned 
one foot horizon were forwarded to Auric Metallurgical Laboratories, Salt Lake City, Utah. There a fire assay-nickle 
sulphide collection was conducted. The results are shown in section seven of this report. 

S 
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Conclusions: 

1. Iron interference was a major hurdle in direct I.C.P. analysis of the leaches that were tested. 

2. Weak acid washes (pre-leach) reduced the problems experienced, somewhat. 

3. Multi-step wet chemistry is required to obtain repeatable, quantitative results by anyone not having a broad 
experience in fusion chemistry. 

4. It is essential that instrumental analysis be done promptly and consistently (within one hundred hours, or the 
pregnant leaches that were used started to degrade. (partially precipitate). 

Summary: 

Progress has been made, and more comprehensive in-house work is to be done in the future. This will involve 
solvent extraction and gi -avimetric determination, so that all facets of the analysis can be observed. This should help 
identify sooner, any deviations from the norm. 

. 
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AMENDED APPENDIX 

TO 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NC. 9396110003 

COMMENCEMENT OF TERM: 

1996 NOVEMBER 5 

DATE OF AMENDMENT: 

1998 NOVEMBER 2 

AGGREGATE AREA: 

4 608 HECTARES 

DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION AND PERMITTED SUBSTANCES: 

6-09-079: 	19-36 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS: 

NIL 

4 ISTER OF ENERGY 

0 



AMENDED APPENDIX 

TO 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS PERMIT NO. 9396110004 

COMMENCEMENT OF TERN: 

1996 NOVEMBER 5 

DATE OF AMENDMENT: 

1998 NOVEMBER 2 

AGGREGATE AREA: 

4 608 HECTARES 

DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION AND PERMITTED SUBSTANCES: 

6-09-080: 1-18 

METALLIC AND INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

0 	SPECIAL PROVISIONS: 

NIL 

L cq 
eFO : MI OF ENERGY 

0 

-741-j 



otal Work.ne In Period or Time Frame 	 May  14,1999 

ompany 	 Permit 	 Cancelled Date 

WENS, RONALD THOMAS 	 9396110003 

Period Due Date 

1 	Nov 05, 1998 

2 	Nov 05, 2000 

3 	Nov 05, 2002 

4 	Nov 05, 2004 

5 	Nov 05, 2006 

Hectare 

4608.0000 

4608.0000 

0 

0 

0 

$IHa Required Spending 

	

$5.00 	$23,040.00 

	

$10.00 	$46,080.00 

	

$10.00 	 $0.00 

	

$15.00 	 $0.00 

	

$15.00 	 $0.00 

Expenditure 

$28,074.23 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

Cash Payment 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

Previous Credit 

$5,034.23 

Balance 

$5,034.23 

($41,045.77) 

age I of 2 	 Source: Minerals Tenure Branch, Mineral Agreements May 14, 1999 



lotal Workofle In Period or Time Frame 	 May 14, 1999 

ompany 	 Permit 	 Cancelled Date 

)WENS, RONALD THOMAS 	 9396110004 

Period Due Date 

1 	Nov 05, 1998 

2 	Nov 05, 2000 

3 	Nov 05, 2002 

4 	Nov 05, 2004 

5 	Nov 05, 2006 

Hectare 

46080000 

4608.0000 

0 

0 

0 

$IHa Required Spending 

	

$5.00 	$23,040.00 

	

$10.00 	$46,080.00 

	

$10.00 	 $0.00 

	

$15.00 	 $0.00 

	

$15.00 	 $0.00 

Expenditure 

$28,074.22 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

Cash Payment 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

Previous Credit 

$5,034.22 

Balance 

$5,034.22 

($41,045.78) 

Page 2 of 2 	
Source: Minerals Tenure Branch, Mineral Agreements May 14, 1999 
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(Sass Eottle 

Container 	

• titY_  

Czmparrv 

We,l/Pla,n 

Samoje Descri ion 

RN-009A 
Sample Point 

Dote Sampled Start 

Contact Name 

Contact Phone 

PARAMETER 
0-old 

Dale Sampiec Ens 

Sample Point ID. 	CI,enr ID, 

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS 

01-23406-07 
Meter Numoer 	 Laocrator,flurrr ber 

Name or Sampler 	 Company 

/ 	

Gauge Pressures kPa - 
	 Temperatures 'C 

NA 	 N/A 	N/A 	 N/A 
Source 	 45 Pece,ved 	Source 	 As Seceivep 

2000/12128 	2001/01/22 
Dare Received 	 Date Reported 	 ,inaipt 

Coma or Pun 

UNITS 
	

RESULT 
Mg/1 	 0.82 

S 

NP analysis Nct Pvoijgblp 	ND Not Detected 

.

Pemarkot 

No Sample Date 

RoStjIts relate oniy to Items rooIsd 

No 'Ir:tt 	' ,.i tt'htz'.rt,u 	'ti  



Mafr 

Glass Bottle 
COntainer Identity • Ccmsanv 

Well/Plant 

Sampte Den ptio.n 

RN-008B 
Sample Point 

* 

Date S.P. Stair 

Contact Name 

Contact Phone 

PARAM ETER 

Gold 

Date Samotec Ens 

bampte Wtrtt ID. 	Diem ID. 

CERTFCATE OF ANALYSIS 

01-23406-06 
hteterdttrnoer 	

Laboratcrr Number 

Name ci Sampler 	 ompanv 

Gauge Pressures CPa 
- l-  Temperatures 0 

N/A 	N/A 	 N/A 
Source 	 AsRece,vep 	Soarce 	 As Received 

2000/12/28 	2001/01/22 	 AL 
.. 

Date Received 	 Date Reooned 	 alt,5t 

airiest 

UNITS 
	

RESULT 
mg/I 	 0.28 

. 

NA Anolystn Not Availaole 	ND Not Detected 
Results re!aIe rin 1v to items lestnci 

No Sample Date 

L.E/ 	:_..; 	Itilhti 	 t1n•, 	y-:t.,.vl. 	
•hh.iblnputb 	liiI.iEjjlt•.i.ty: _.. I:i,tI_il.:v,t; 	rtiii)43i vvrhh 	 h/l 	 tI 	 -II T/ .

L. 	Sll:_lttl107 





"I /'-*E/1 995 19:22 	 :AE :5 

S Et 1UP SEFvc$ 

P - UP ANAL Y!CAL 

Pr: 2 of 7 

Sp -c 4iParimer 

ANAL?rjcAj, REDRT 
Fo 

PLhp ID: 3OtO74  QUM 

	

ID 	RO-21, 2/2 O-OCTi 

Unit 	MDL 

!1g/L 

 

20007987 	30O0798 	30OU799 
212 RO-03ICTI POd$T1 	RO-035 2/2 

2/2 	1/2 

. 

METALS TOTAL 
AU-TMS4 	(kld 0001 	007 

Pei 

OO/I2J 	O/2.?O4 	b. 

0.0016 	C000E 	Q0L3 

50~ 	 -Soil 	Soil 
GORL04 	00/12/04 	001!V 

0 



:L:220 E 	 PAGE 3S 

. 

P-flp syc 

PH/UP ANAL YTJC4!. 

Past 3 of 7 

GAId 

clieni ID 

RO-030;T! I2 

DUPLICATE SUMM 
yarn"42Oc)782 

Philip W 

300079 	O.Dc27 ci 

MDL 	Unit 	Re1aive 
S Dip, 

C.3GciI n'L 	11.76 

is 



0/2E/2E 5 ie:22 	Eu. 	 PACE 37 

- iup SERVICES 

PIL!P ANA I VT! CA L 

Page 4 of 7 

tr 

Gold 
God 

Cl ient ID 

Mani Spike. &ch 
O-Q30TI 

SP!XE SZJ%f&jy 
Form 42007782 

Philip ID 	Ste 
Crgc. 

042Ot2 
Cal 'N8 O.thfl7 

SA ~P.Pie & 	Spikc 	Un it 
Sk Cnc. 	Amctn 

02 	rnsIL 
01441  

Pe rcent 
Recove ry  

92 
Be 



i2!15 i: 22 	
F- -`GE 4 1 

S 	-PHI-LIP SERV I CES 
-- 

PPilLIP ANAL YTICAL 
o4•r)oo 
Pa 2  01~ 10 

Ct 

METAL.S TOTAL 
ft-TMS42 	Cold 

Reu!r cOrments and/or 

(21 MDL RAISED DUE Td DILUTION. 

. 

ANALYTICAL REPORT 

PhilIp ID 	300077 	30007868 	30007969 	30007870 Clit ID; 	.O-024B 	RO-)24A 	RC-025A 	RO-023B 
UnIt 	MDL 

rng/L 	0.0001 	

[ 	

) 	< 0,0010w 	<0.10U) 

Matrix 	Soil 	 •Sci 	&,iI 	 Soil Snpkd O: 00/11/28 1$:0 X/11128!6:00 00111 /2826:00 00/11/:816;00 



2/29/i, 	1?:22 	31 	 PAGE 42,  

WIL SV1'FS 

PHILIP ANAL YTFc I 

Pap 3 of 10 
	

ANALYTICAL REPORT 

Sparen 

hW 	30007271 
ClItnt ED; 

Uith 	MDL 

30007272 	300O573 	3)07274 Q-027  TI 	ao027 T2 	RO-027 T3 

Mr TOTAL 

Result comments and/or ex 

() MDL RAISED DJE T( 
	

tJTJON, 

. 

m2/L 	0.001 	<00OO( 	
OJXI 

soil 	Soli 	 Soil 
'Do-,  093111/28 

	 Soil 
I;(O 00/2 1i22 1500 00/11/23 1;DC 00/2 1/28 16OO 

0 



02/29/1995 19:22 

. 

PAGE '2 

PHIL IP SRVVs 

PHILIP ANALYTICAL 
04-Dec-CO 
page 4of 10 

Cli 

METALS TOTAL 
Au.Th4S42 	ccld 

ANALYTICAL REPORT 

PillIp ! 	W, 875 11 	30007876 	30007817 	30001878 
CJ=t ID: RO-027 76 	RO-c28 r2 	RO-029 TI 	Eo9T 

Unit 	NML 

mg!-! 	00001 	< 0.0001 	00032 	00012 	00011 

Matrix 	Soil 	 Soii 	Soil 	Soil 
8npkdz' 0/11/2 100  1 0011 1 "28 16:00 00/11/28 100 00111128 161$) 

0 



1/29/195 19:22 	
FZGE 44 

. 	PHILIP SERVICES 

P-llLiP ANAL YTIC4L 	
ANALYTICAL REPORT 

of la 

Pi,Jt: 
PhWp D: 
	

30007879 
Clieit M 
	

RO-022B 

Sp4rode 	 NmL 

S 

METALS TOTAL 
M-Th1S42 	Goid mg/L 	 0.0001 	 0.0060 

Matrix 	Soil 

I sampled u: 	00I1 1i2 16;00 

0 



IJ2J29/1S 	19: 2 	
FGE 4E 

PHILIP ANAlYTICAL 

04-Dec-00 
Page 6of 10 

Ciem !D 
	

Philip ID 	SnpL 
	

MDL 	Unit 	RIarjv 
% DiIY. 

Gold 
	

RO-OV D 
	

3MG787 	00001 
	

0001 
	

0.0001 mg/L 	0.00 

. 

9 



9./29/159E 19:22 	0 	 PAGE 4 

.PHILIP SERVICES  

PHILIP ANALYTICAL 

04-Dec-00 
Page'? of 10 

Prmt;r 

GOW 
Gd 

SPIKE SULkRY 

PhWp ID 	S2rnIe 
Conc 

04201836 	: 0.0001 
30007272 	01 J001 

-Apic & 	Spk. 	Unit 
e Conc. 	Amon 

.0205 	.02 	mg!L 

.0401 	.05 	mgIi 

pemest 
Recovery 

103 
80 

Ciiet 1L 

BL.z± Spike, 3ch 
P.0-01711 

. 

0 



J1/2J19SE 1:22 	ea 

PHILIP SERVICES 

PHILIP ANALYTICAL 
02-Nov-00 
Page 2 of 16 

Client 
Project 

Sparcode 	Parameter 

METAL TOTAL 
AL-TM542 Cd 

AN&LYTICAL REPORT 

	

ID; 3006630 	auyW i 	=6652 	3CO33 
(it ID 	 O4)8D 	 RC—X8 15  

Unit 	NML H 

0.0001 	0.0146 	O.Oc.4 

Scnl 	 Soil 
Sam 	pr; 00"1 0f30 	00ii0lO 6;0O 00ii010 16:J Cj0'3 1600 

. 

0 



i: 	 FE 17 

PP1LP SERVICES 

.- 
P'ilILIP ANALYT?C4L 

0'Nv-OO 
Pg!3of itS 

Project 

Sire 	Prmtr 

METALS TOTAL 
Au-TM542 	Gold 

ANALYTICAL REPORT 

Philip (D 	3000634 
Chi 	D: 

Uft1i 	MDL 

30006635 	30CS0636 	CtO06tS37 
B 	 RO)08J TI 

0.3001 	0.302 	0,0007 	030 	 00011 

Soil 	 Soil 	 Soil 	 So 
Sampled 5u. 00t0i30 26I0 001 1 030 11 6 )0 00,110130 16M 0C/0I0 1630 

. 

is 



iS: 22 	PI a 	 PAGE 02 

S 

. 

0 



01 	995 19:22 	
PAE "I  ~. 

• 	PHILIP  SERV)CES  
PHJUP ANALYTICAL 

02-Nov-00 
of 1 6 

Pet 

METALS TOTAL 
At-TMS42 	 Gold 

ANALYTICAL REPORT 

Pbp ID 
	

306.2 
O-008J T3 

Uxil 
	

MDL 

r/L 	 10001 	 00O2 

Soii 
Smouled 013; 	00/10f30 l:C0 

0 



. 

FGE 10 

=L--Mt 
PHILI P S ERV9CES 

PHILIP ANA YTIcAL 

02-Nov-00 

?gc 501 1 

hrarattor 

Gold 

DUFL1CAT SUMMAP 

Client ID 	 ftfil lp ID 	S&MA Pic 
Cc. 

RO-008E 	 000532 	0.0034 

MDL 	Unit 	Relative 
% Duff. 

00001. rr;IL 	9.23 

(D 



1/29/19e 5 19:22 	El O 
	

RAGE 11 

.
PHILIP SERVICES 

PHILIP ANALYTICAL 

O2NDv-OO 
?g7f 16 

Pr4rretr 

Gcth 

SPIKE SUMMARY 

C1irt ID 

13htk 57lke. Bar. 
RO-0082 

Pihp ID 	sample 	i Sanlple & 	Spike 	Unit 

spkc Conc . 	Arncsn 

04201591 	< 	 102 	rngIL 

OC)3d 	 mgfL 

pment 

109 

. 

. 



CMWk  

S PHLP SERVCFiS 

PHILIP ANALYTICAL 
14-Nov-00 
Pan ,,; 0' 3 

'. rroxaler 

ANALYTICAL REPORT 
Form 42(77 

?iliçiD 	30C'3791 
flj 	O-039 

Tialt 	ML'L. 

3D0O792 	&37l9 3 	30C)0'194 
O.(fl3A 

. 

METALS TOTAL 
A-TMS42 	Gold rng/L 	0,0001 	O.02 	 0O59 	UO2 	0.2 

Soil 	 Soil 	 Soil 	 Soil 
Sampled au; 00/11107 1j0 1O0t1 1/07 11:00 00/11/07 16;00 00J111"07 1:00 

0 



1/215 1:22 	55 	
PAGE-  15 

. 	PHLP SERVICES 

PHV!P ANALYTICAL 
I-Nov-00 
pup 3 of U. 

Client 

Sp2rade 	Pramt 

ANALYTiCAL REPORT 
Form 4200775 

P%tlzp ID 	0O07I9 
CUelD; R00206 

MDL 

30007196 	30007191 
R-ê lOB T4 	RO-009E 

30007l9 
RO-012 

. 

METALS rrAL 
ATM42 Gold 0.0001 	0.132 	0,0575 	0.0512 	0.140 

Soil 	 Soil 	 Soil 	 Soil 
Spodon; 00111/07 10 0 ,0/11/07 16:00 00/11/07 t600 00/11101 100 

0 



Eii/2s/a3e 5i: 22 	
r- c 	:Lb 

• 	

PHILIP SERVI-r- 

 PHILIPANALYTI CAL 
I 4-N-oo 
P3g4af 3 

spareode 

ANALYrJCAL REPORT 
Frn 4200777 

30007199  
Ci1jD1 	1IB 

MDIJ 

3000720c 

ME74,'S TOTAL 
Gold 

m 	 I 	 I

0O49 	 0.329 

	

M8tr 	 Soil 	 Soil 
001  16: C* 	OC/11/Q7 i&Q 

• 

• 



1/2/1S 	19:22 	@0 
.L 

. 

PHILIP SERVICES  

PHILIP ANALYTICAL 

14-N 
Page 5of 13 

Gc1 

Client ID 

RO-01ii 

DUUCATE STJMM. 
Form 42077'7 

hilip ID 	Sampt 

3QOO71 	0032 

Alcace 	MDL 	iJiIt 	qclatiyl  
c. 

00001 n/L 	1.03 

. 



: 	tEi 	
FGE 	1 

PUP SERVCES 

.-- 

PHILIP ANAL rilcM 

14-Nov-00 
Pg5of 13 

Parameter 

Gid 
Gold 

SpiKE STJMMARY 
Form 42007775 

Client ID 	 Philip LD 	Sample 	Sa 
Conc. 	i Sr 

Blank Spike atch 	0420163 	0.000 	0 
•P.C-0uF 	 3t)01 	00392 	0 

e & 	Spike 	Unit  
CQnc, 	Arnout 

02 	rn/L 
.3 

Percent 
Rcvery 

104 

. 

. 



1!E/1E 	1e:22 	Ei 	
ZCE 2 

PHILIP SERVICES 

is 
PH/LIP ANAL 'TIA1 

22-Nov-GO 

Pap 2o 13 

C1iet 

Sproe 	Pantr  

ANALYTICAL REPORT 
Form 427776 

Philip ID 	3030724 

C).iciit ID 	R04014 TI 

Unit 	MDL 

0007525 	30007526 	30007527 
R04314T2 	RO-016ATI 	.40-016A T3  

. 

METALS TOTAL 
Au-Th(S42 	Gold 

	

Mg/L 00001 	0(X)fl 	0.0Q3 	0,866  

	

Matrix 	Soil 	 Soli 	 •Scii 	 Soil 
Smledo: 00/11117 16)O 00/11/17 1;00 00/11/17 1r0C 00/11/171 



22/139 	29:22 	E 	 FAGE 22 

S PHILIP SERVICES 

PV-IIL!P ANALYTICAL 
22-Nov-0 4) 
Pap 3 of 13 

Client 

ANALYTICAL REPORT 
Form 4207776 

1 	30CC752 

Unit 	

CUet ID 	O-0l 5-1 

MDL 

529 	300030 	060731 

1 K 	RO0 1 5 A 	PO-0i15Ti 

. 

METALS TOTAL 
M-TMS42 Gid 00001 	0.952 

Soil 
Sa-npled on. . 00/11/17 

0,111 	0.0606 	0.152 

oil 	 Soil 	 Soil 
0121/17 1:00 00/2 1/17 6:00 00/11117 15:00 

0 



1/22/1 	19:22 	A 	 F9E 22 

PHILIP SERVICES 

PHILIP ANALYTICAL 
2-Nov-O0 
Pt4f 3 

Ci2t: 

ANALYTICAL REPORT 
Form 42007776 

?hilip ID; 
	

3OOO753 
Clint ID; 
	

RDO15 TI 

Spmrcade 	 Uft 
	

iDL 

. 

MTAL.S TOTAL 
Au-TMS42 	GoI iti1L 	 O0001 	 0.034 

ari 
Sieoa; 	wfl , /17 16:N 

0 



/25/1995 19:22 	99 	 GE 25 

Client ID 

RO-014 T3 

PULP SERVICES is 
PHILIP ANALYTIcAL 

Page 5 of 13 

P2rrneter 

Go'd  

DUPLICATE SUMM 
Farm 420777 

Piiip t) 	Sample  

30007325 	0.0093  

pil;at 	MDL 	Unit 
nC. 	 % DI??. 

0106 	0.0001 mgIL 	.13,07 

. 

0 



t1/2! 	1S:22 	EIU 	 PACE 2 

• PHILIP  SERVICEs 

PIlL!p 'kMt VT! CA L 

Pa,f 13 

iarrmer 

Gd 

Goi 
Bk Spike. !ch 

O-014 13 

SPIKE SUMMARy 
Form 42O(J777 

!hi1i It 	 arniie 	Spke 	UIi 
ikC Crc. 	Amoui 

o.cjo 
I02 ooz ).O957 	.1 	rr4grL 

Prcern 

go 

• 

. 



!:22 	gii 	
PAOE 

PHILIP SERVCES 

PHILIP ANAL YTICAL 
2.Nv .00 

ac 2 of U) 
ANALYflCAL REPORT 

PiiIp ID 	30O3 	300O739 	30007640 	3OOQ641 

Ci 	D 	RO-015C 	17B 	 RO-01?C 	RO-0150 

Unit 	MDL 	 El 

. 

METALS TOTAL 
Au.7MS42 &)hl O,OOO 	O.001 	0.0022 	0.003 	O.013 

Soil 	 Soil 	 soil 
Sampled on: ()O!U122 I00 00!U/22 16:00 cii,'22 	001! 1 122 6:00 

0 



U-1 	19 	1 2,  2 	00 	 PAGE 27 

. 

. 

0 



711/29/1s9 	19:22 

. PHILIP SERV I CES 

PH!Lh ANAL YICAL 

%.p4.jf tO 

cuent 
Project 

Sparode 	Parameter 

ANN ALY ITC, AL REPORT 

PLpD 	3Oc(r764 
I 	RO-QiA 

Unit 	MDL 

30OQ7617 	30027648 	3000649 
K 0-0 -419 A 72.RO-021 	ROo2 

. 

METALS TOTAL 
Au-TM542 GoI 

SPECIAL INORGANICS 
MTSPMTP MeWs Spetial 

Result comertg ind/r 

(1) Text results for swWj c. Oc( 

Rh 	O.00O1ftS/ 

(2) Text reu1t for ntpe 0CC 

Pd 	O.OØ 
Pt 	02103 Tr/L  

riL 	O.O1 	000. 	00003 	00241 	00012 

Soil 	 I scil 	Soli 	 Sail 
Stu 	00(11122 J 	i 00/11/22 11:0C 00/11/2 1216:00 00/11/2 16:00 

parcod MTSPMTS follow 

prcode MTSPMTSP follow 

. 



1/2E/SS5 	22 	1 	

FAE 29 

. 

- LP Sr 

PHWP ANAL YT!C41 

of IC 

SPECIAL flWGANICS 
MTSPMTSP 	MtI Spdat AzIy 

ANALYTCAL REPORT 

Urift 

ilp w 
Cli 	ID: 

COC763O 
OOIOA 

U) 

Sod 
00/11122 1:C0 

Rcsuh conmem sJor Ic.: esuts 

(1) Text reu1 fcr 	pLe OOO750 3parcode MTS?MTS'? foLcw 

ENTIRE AMPL  

 

Au 	0,025 ug. 

. 

0 



i./2/i9E 19:22 

. 

. 

0 



01'2/iS9 	1:2 	 PAGE ?1 

. 	 -BLp SRV'3 

PHILIP ANALYTIcAL 

.9-Nov.0C 
of 10 

Piramcer 

Gold 
Gold 
fisid 

SPiKE SUMMARY 

Client ID 	 T1iiip ID 	Sample 	I I Q 14xnpte & 	Spike 	Unit 	Nrcera 
Co. 	Sji Cr.i, 	Airourc  

1ank Sriie. Ea1c 	040172 	< 00O0 	020I 
30007i4 a 0,004L 	064 	.05 	rfL 	83 
0420i807 	< 0.0001 	I 1.0201 	.02 	rng!L 	jOl 

. 





P. CL 

Au9—O—Ol O3.6 

. AuM. 	 Auut 3, 201 

To 	bA1 Ror OWWS

201-5201-52 Ave  
Pno1cMb 

SOMPW 

1 

CUOrnr 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
B 

Codal 

*NIFA 

Gold 
Tr oz/t 

ci 

0. 
o. 
0. 

I  saver 

N/P 
WO 

Tr 

c.6ci L - 0.00 

0003 	QC 

0.3 

to  3 5 nos 	 9 

AL)n 	AiJ M-  ewpn%il1on (r: ti* number otac1th used) 

FM 	 i Aisa) with Lead buLtor Cecnr 

FAN 	 Fir* Asy w,th Nict& SURIdt Cktiun 

I . A 1 	 HM A1ty w i th Tin gtm CoIiion 

VOL 	 V1uirt?y at 1 , tr1mez 
UKV 	Cirmry 
FAA 	 liatre Aiumic Arptn cohotam.try 
OAA 	 Ophte 1-tie Atomic Ab*xpttin Spcnozorni 
ICIIE 	 tnduuthiIy Coupled Plasma Sccrohwmr 

LAiML 
11W rv.%WL% WORIfflow,  aru%r c ar hi.'U IN, 	cci*cd a Ptii 	iMr 11IL:4 WICIV or 	iibrniW h) I% 

No vrnTy a v ffi i sWutIity UF WWWWWely of i) 	rts) tOw Ihm tilt 	 ver AuIRR 

	

LL( 	' :.'uIIdIu 	Of 	On 	 oJ 

	

lie rt4fi W ,  Ihi 	vw baact foklY Lfl UW COISOM iif th u,Ig 	PI 	.Ih WtrIg 	 )Y (' at 
Ih pOtCntiL ifl 	nIL tIi vT the JIM, ir 	ot hi turn rtrmjno ba4 o 	 ri m(tip1c- saftipks or  

ma=141A 	Ii 	 t by a 4&ti 	eid 	 n WN IuaUi1 Of W1 
WWI%WMX dr&!a avaih onrrnin; eny ppo.t pj. 

Ahmet S. AItiny 

U 	 s Phi I1-0-V7 	faa: 6-744Sff 
&IC VaWoroW Laarara 46 c LhWW uait Ommaw 

. 



P OZ 

0 

*u-0301 017 

AuK Lvb~ gjj Aut 3 2001 

To: Mc. Ron CkWOM 
Mineral ROv$tY sytom 
201420142 Ave 
Ponoko. Alberta, CeioC$ T4J ¶146 

S 

 

sample 

am  

Cuton Or 

3510 

351 

1 
ie 

3512 	 17 
3513 i 	 18_ 

35i4l 	¶9 

Cod. I 

FANIFAA 
• FAN!FM 

Gold 	31ar 	Ptolinum 	P&lodUrfl 

ton 	Tr at/ton 	I  orItOfl 	It 	n 

0.006 	NV 	NIP 	0.004... 
— 	 NV 	N/t) 	0,004 

	

NV 	0.003 
0006 	.0,047

0. 	N/D 	MID 	0.0 

—0.027 	 TID  7 	ooe 
0.01 8 - 	 0.018 	0.007 

	

0% Aft A %? 	 007 

2116 	 1 

2i17+  

/  9211  ALWASIAWAMWO1  

S 	
Add UCcopOII()l (n: th iurnbcr of*cid 	d) 

FL. 	 Fire Ay W ith Lood bu&Lu' Colbcton 
11r Ay itt Niet SutMi CoHeciiva 

IAT 	 Fin Amy with T in Uurtot Ct1etliiii 

VOL 	 Vol imulTy or Tltrlmctry 
(.1KV 
FAA 	 Fle Atomic Abp1wn Sptcphorondz) 

CAA 	 (rpbiiL Fur,ice Atomic AbsOrpLiut Sccirphctoiittf 
CPF 	 Inducti vely Cuuplid Nim Spcphotouwr 

fJ4L IAIM.k 
I hv rgSUIts reported 	erv huwd iO 	 c.ccptcd *ltl pPIn441ur utcd IDtl> on the %urnTi le subrrttttd by ti t.  

•..,w. No wermimiN As to the rjcJu' hihLy III OXIMC 11101HO Oft1VJ AIALPF4 lith iltr IN11 I1 	8rnt,Lj I 6 18111in. .&ukR Mlup&L 

LLC Pth.h all ITN1I 0411IM 09 184 fiedfAm UWM ILICT I A1  nhr (haa Iig r,preflU NV the k1sW d wn*k 

W1L4VL4 iDE 
iJ IUItl Ctthii utay were tI Q iwy lqu ill It tomIC81 1CtIiii 	 c.d. .Auk de.oi io incq thuld b jrjk IXU)' Iti' 

the prtiiitI i,IljIturU vWUg tsltMe cleim i'U Noxii hu ben doWemined )Hc4 in the reul1 I'o ot'idIiple ripIe of 

h,.dI mulmalh IOIIICd Ply VIC 11141 spirctivefivirIttw orhy $ ti!iflJ ;em iclixtad hb hm arid b.*$d UI WI MO ILJOI110 11 14II 
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ASSAY RE PORT :  

T: 	Mr. Ron Owens  
Mineral Recovery Syst!r 
2015201-52 Ave  
Ponka, Abort 
Cna T4J ThD 

Dl 

Gold 
Tr oz/ton 

0.012 
0,014 

Ptaum Paium Rhodium 

	

Tr oVtari I  Tr oztton 	Tr ozltori 

0064 . 0O4  

	

0.049 1 0.003 	N/D 

ARlC 
	

Cusorer 
LmOt I D No ,  

1643 C 
3365 A ROA 04 

Saver 
Tr ozltt 

0.174 

. 

	

s method: 	(for AuRt- Sarrpe No. ?rdrç wih A - FA'M 
(for AuRIC Samp le No &riøn wm C: Cflerrica May/ SX/ GFM 

soe:troph otometer finish) 

Thu 	 utL rp'rtd buvC O W 	rri i] Ln,rt. ictpLi iiihiiu] :eiuis 	sctv on tIic rmwpiw ~,unmmcn k,1 I!I 
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AuRIC, 	ANALYSES REPORT: 

M. Ron Owens 
Mineral Recovery Systems 
201-5201-52 Ave 
Porioka, Albert a , Canada 14J IHD 

AuRICSame No.: 	 3926 

Date: Serember 12, 2002 

utomer Sample PD No. 
eight: (Bead )  
ethod (Code I Code 2 

Aluminum 
Bismuth - 
Oh romu rn 

Copper 
Gold 
Iridium 
Iron ___________ 
Lead 
Molybdenum 

rn urn 

AI2IFAA 

oi_ 0.o0 2-'j 
kIf 	 (I 

0 Rhodium 
Ruthenium 
Sir 
Tin 

304.72J—' 0 00! 
Trace 

NIA 
NIA 	 2- 

Irtadium 
Zinc 

AraIy&s method: 
Procedure for Oecompoeitior! / Proparat ion of SU Samplos 

ADn 	 Acid Deocmpositin (ri: the nuner of acid ud) 
FAL 	 Fire Assay with Lead button CoUection 
FAN 	 Fire Assay wth Nickel Sulfide CoLleetin 
FAT 	 Fire Assay with Tin 8uttn Collection 
Code 2 	 Procedure for 
VOL 	 Volurnetry or Titrimetry 
GRV 	 Gravimetry 
FM 	 Flame Atomi Absorption Spectrophotometry 
GAA 	 Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption Sptctrophotometry 

Inductively Coupled Plasma Sperophiotometr y  

The resuits reported above are based on well-known, accepted analytical procedures used solely on the sample 
submitted by the customer. No warranty as to the reproducibility or extractability of the materiel omen than the sample is 

given. AuRIC Metallurgical Laboratories, LC rns)ces no representation express or implied on the material other than that 
represented by the assayed sample. 

Ahmet B, Aitinay 
Meta$trJ Enojeer 

. 

3280 West Directors pow, Salt Lake City, Utah 4104 USA • Ph: 801-974-7571 • Fax: 001-974-56 

AuRIC Metifivrgical Labortonie is S Limited Liability Company 





To: MR. RON OWENS 	 File No : 44127 
201, 5201 - 52nd Avenue 	 Date 	: September 6, 2001 
Ponoka, Alberta 	 Samples: 
T4J 1H6 	 Project 

01-03-02 

Certificate of Assay 
Loring Laboratories Ltd. 

629 Beaverdam Road, NE Calgary Alberta 12K 4W7 

TeL (403)274-2777 Fax: (403)275-0541 

Au 

	

<0.01 	<0.01 	<0.01 

	

1.12 	<0.01 	<0.01 	<0.01 

Sample No. 

"PGM Analysis" 

01-03-01 

Rh 

<0.01 

NOTE: High iron content of solutions caused interferences at 
some wavelengths. 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the above results are those assays 
made by me upon the herein described samples: 

Rejects and pulps are retained for one month unless specific arrangements are made in advance. 

Page 1 of 1 
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F tj L L E RTO N 
Dcpartrnent of Chcmistiy and Biochernistiy 
(714) 278-3621 / Fax (7 14) 278-5316 

L E 	T 
FOrrnrYvZAIrs o 

February 18, 2002 

Ron Owen 
Mineral Recovery Systems 
2Ui-2Ui-52 Ave 
Ponoka, Alberta 
T4J 1 H6 
Phone: 403 783 6487 
Fax? 403 783 6586 
Mobil: 403 783 0656 

Dear Ron, 

As I mentioned on the phone, I have completed the assay on the sample you submitted. 
The analysis is shown below:. 

Gold 	Platinum 	Palladium 	Rhodium 
Sample ID Oz/Ton 	Oz/Ton 	Oz/Ton 	Oz/Ton 
5080 	less than 0.02 ess than 0.02 less than 0.02 less than 0.02 

This assay is for the sample labeled "Site 01, sample # 03. 3-4 feet. As we discussed. I 
am now running sample 01, 1-2 feet and will report to you as soon as I have finished. If 
youhve any questions please feel free to call me at (714) 278 2641. 

Sincerely Yours, 

Di. Joseph L. Thomas 
Associate Professor of Chemistry 

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FULLERTON 	P.O. Box 6866, Fullerton, CA 92834-6866 
The California State University: Bakersfield / Channel Islands / Chico / Dominguez Hills / Fresno I Fullerton I Hayward / Humboldt I Long Beach / Los Angeles I Maritime 

Academy I Monterey Bay / Northridge I Pomona / Sacramento / San Bernardino / San Diego / San Francisco / San lose / San Luis Obispo / San Marcos / Sonoma / SarnsIai 

. 





GENLYSIS PERTH 
	

TEL :6i-'4311Q6 	 11 Ju 01 	13:54 No.020 P.01 

O 	Genalysis Laboratory Services Pty. Ltd. 
ANALYSTS AND CONSULTING CHEMISTS 

AN:a2Oa7o7237 

a I y  I c 3 Report 

COMMENTS 

1. ATrNTION: R GWEN 

JOB INFORAlATION 

JOB nDc 	 ,3/O1O32 
No. of SAMPLES 	: 3 
No, of ELEMENTS 	7 

CLIENT OIN 	 R OWENS 
SAMPLE SLMSSION N. 

• FOJEOT 
8TATE Pulp 

• DATE REEVED 	 O!(/20O1 

DATE COMPLETED 
OATh PRINTED 

L,FGF.N D 

LESS THAN DETECTION LiT 

SAMPLE NOT RECEIVED 

RESULT 01 COKED 

( ) 	RESULT STILL TO COME 

¶NFCIENT AM-!E FOR ANALYSIS 

RESULT X 1.000,000 

UNABLE To ASSAY 

MkIN O FFICE A1I TA9DEATORY 

15 Dion 3tre Mdc 8100, Wostarn Australia 

PD B ryx 144, Gori&l 8(10, WcLrn Australia  

Tel: 51 B 9459 9011 F 	51 U 94U 5343 

Email: 

\A') Pme: w:lJeyutwti 

prvlalox 	ADELAIDE FhUFLX ppARJTTrrn 

Kofl Way, Ktgoore 5430, Weatern Austrahp. 	 124 Mooringe Avariue, North P'rnptosi 5037, SouiF At&I 

PC Box 388. Kalgoorlie 6430, Waatrn AutraIia 	 PC) Box 20Th, South Plympton 5038, South Autrah 

t 61 69021 6057 Fax: +61 8 902i 476 	 Tel: 4-018 5375 7127 F 418 8376 7144 

• 	 geayss laboratory servks pty 



GENLT'SIS PERTH 	TEL 	:618-94931-I06 	 ii Jul 01 	135 4 No .020 PO2 

./1O320 	(11/07/200) 	CLIT 0/N: R 	0W$ 	 Page 2 of 2 

ANALYSIS 
ELEMENTS Au 	Ir 	 Pd 	Pt 	Rh 	Ru 

UNITS 	 ppb 	ppb 	ppb 	ppb 	pph 	ppb 	ppb 

DETECTQN 	 5 	2 	2 	2 	2 	1 	2 

METHOD 	 NtSfMS N!*MS NIS!M$  NI/*MS  NIS?MS NISPM 	SMS 

SAMPLE NUMBERS 

0001 03 
	

iO 	x 	X 	4 	2 	X 	2 

0002 03 DUP 
	

10 	x 	X 	4 	X 	X 	X 

0003 03 TRIP 
	

10 	X 	X 	4 	2 	X 	2 

STANDARDS 

001 HGMN1 
	

144 	76 	116 	710 	266 	85 	252 

BLANKS 
0031 Control Blank 
	

X 	X 	X 	2 	X 	X 	X 

. 

. 
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0 	SILVER INQUART METHOD 

1. Thoroughly min ore with flux. (houtd be done In e metet mn o) 

gremo One 
20 grams borax 
70 grams Othergo 

I gram silver 
15 grams flour 

2. Put in furnace in scortfying dish at 2,000' F for 45 minutes. 

3. Pour end cool. Break eleg from ised and cuei bed button at 1,700°  F. 

4. Weigh Ag button. 

5. Pert In 1:5 l4N04 to distilled water. Worm until button Is In aNution. 

0 	5. 	Leave on hot plate until dry. Put crucible in furnace for two hours at 500 °  F. 

7. 	Rentove from furnace and cool. Add SO to 100 ml distilled water and werm. 

5. 	Filter and wash three times with hot distilled weter, 

9. Bum filter until ash free and add 25% sulfuric acid and heat for one hour. 

10. Filter and wash with hot water, 

11. burn cuter until free of esh, cool and weigh. 

12. Calculate mlflure of metals and analyze on instrument. 
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1. Grind 100 grams of the ore to -.100 mash. Thoroughly mix with 
70 grams of borax and 30 grams of sodium carbonate. Place in an 
unused 40 gram? clay crucible and fue this mixture for 
approximately 90 minutes at 1,150C. Pour into a cast iron mold 
being careful to recover as much of the fusion an possible. Save 
the crucible. Grind the fusion to -.100 mesh. 

2. 	Carefully separate the metallic particles from the glass 
matrix. This may be done by using one of the following methods:  

a. Place the ground fusion into a gold pan and carefully pan 
away an much of the glass as possible. Remove the concentrate from 
the gold1 pd dry. There should be approximately 5 grams of dried 
concentr'Iee remaining. 

b. Using a hand magnet, carefully remove the magnetic 
particles from the ground fusion. Place the non-magnetic fraction 
into a gold pan and, using normal panning procedures, discard as 
much of the"lights" as possible. Remove the concentrates from the 
pan and dry. Combine thee concentrates with the magnetics- 

3. Weigh the concentrates. Add approximately the same weight of 
a mixture of one-half sodium nitrate and one-half sodium peroxide. 
Mix thoroughly and place in the above saved clay crucible. Furnace 

. at 1,000C for 30 minutes. It should be noted that sodium peroxide 
is a strong oxidizer which rhould be handled with care. Any osmium 
or ruthenium that in present in the sample may, at this stage, be 
oxidized and volatized from the roast. Remove from the furnace 
and, while still hot, add the following premixed flxg 

1. 60 grams litharge 
2. 8 grams flour 
3. 50 grams borax glass 
4. 35 grams sodium carbonate 
5. 5 grams silica 
6. 1 gram analytical-grade silver chloride 

Place in furnace and fuse for approximately one hour at 1,150C. 
Pour into a cast iron mold and let cool. Carefully break away the 
slag from the Pb button. Save any metal fragments that are removed 
during the cleaning process. Grind the slag and smelt under the 
above conditions using the same flux and crucible; do not add 
additional silver. 

4. 	Place the Pb buttons and recovered metal fragments in a 
suitably-sized ecorifying dish (3.5 inch diameter), cover with 
borax glams and a email amount of sodium carbonate, and ecorify to 
approximately one-half of the original weight of the Pb buttons. 
Pour into a cast iron mold. 

5. Cupel the Pb button at approximately 950C. If the cupel is  
discolored, suggesting the preeence of email mounts of precious 

. 
metals, wrap approximately 100 mg of silver in 5 grahe of lead foil 
and °re-.cupe1'. 



6. Uing standard ,epectographio procedures the prill(e) may be 
ana1yed for the Au content and the data calculated to Troy ounces 
of Au per head ore ton. It is recommended that the method of 
standard additions be used for background correction. The 
resulting prill(a) may also (again using etndard procedurea) be 
parted with dilute nitric acid and the residue annealed and 
weighed. The above procedure can be modified to analyze either 
larger or smaller ore samples. 

4 

. 
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Shale-hosted Nicle Zhie Moly POE - Mhera1 Deposit Profiles. B.C. 

. 

Shale-hosted Nickie Zinc Moty PGE - Mineral Deposit Profiles, B.C. Geological 
Survey 

SHALE-HOSTED NZn-Mo-PGE 
10 

by David V. Lefebure*  and R.M. Coveney Jr.# 
* British Columbia Geological Survey 

# University of Missouri - Kansas City, Kansas City, Missouri 

POFLE5 

. 

. 

Lefebure, D. V. and Coveney, R.. M, Jr. (1995): Shale-hosted Ni-Zn-Mo-PGE, in Selected British Columbia Mineral 
Deposit Profiles, Volume 1 - Metallics and Coal, Lefebure, D. V. and Ray, G. E., Editors, British Columbia Ministry 
of Energy of Employment and Investment, Open File 1995-20, pages 45-48. 

IDENTIFICATION 

SYNONYMS: Sediment-hosted Ni-Mo-PGE, Stratiform Ni-Zn-PG F. 

COMMODITIES (BYPRODUCTS): Ni, Mo, (Zn, Pt, Pd, Au). 

EXAMPLES (British Columbia - Canada/International): Nick (Yukon, Canada); mining 
camps of Tianeshan, Xintuguo, Tuansabao and JinzhuwoTh and Zunyi Mo deposits, 
Dayong-CiIi District (China). 

GEOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

CAPSULE DESCRIPTION: Thin layers of pyrite, vaesite (NiS2), jordisite (amorphous Mo52) 
and sphalerite in black shale sub-basins with associated DhosDhatic chart and carhnnt 
rocks. 

TECTONIC SETTING(S): Continental platform sedimentary sequences and possibly successor 
basins. All known deposits associated with orogenic belts, however, strongly anomalous 
shales overlying the North American craton may point to as yet undiscovered deposits over the 
stable craton. 

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT / GEOLOGICAL SETTING: Anoxic basins within clastic 
sedimentary (flysch) sequences containing black shales. 

AGE OF MINERALIZATION: Post Archean. Known deposits are Early Cambrian and 
Devonian, however, there is potential for deposits of other ages. 

of 	
11 7/00 0.70 L TA 



Sha1e-host1 Nicide Zinc. Moly PGE - Mera1 Deposit Profiles, B.C. 

HOSTIASSOC1ATED ROCK TYPES: Black shale is the host; associated limestones, dolomitic, 
limestones, calcareous shale cherts, siliceous shale, siliceous dolomite, muddy siltstone and 
tuffs. Commonly associated with phosphate horizons. In the Yupnthae oLto2Oi 
thick phosphatic shale bed and in China the Ni-Mo beds are in black shales associated with 

rie. 

DEPOSIT FORM: Thin beds (0 to 15 cm thick, locally up to 30 cm) covering areas up to at 
teast 100 ha and found as clusters and zones extending for tens of kilometres. 

TEXTUREISTRUCTURE: Semimassive to massive sulphides as nodules, spheroids 
framboids and streaks or segregations in a fine-grained matrix of sulphides organic matter and 
nodular phosphorite or phosphatic carbonaceous chert. Mineralization can he rhythmically 
laminated; often has thin discontinuous laminae. Brecciated clasts and spheroids of pyrite, 
organic matter and phosphorite. In China nodu l ar textuJ 1 mm diameter) grade to coatings 
of sulphides on tiny 1-10 mm spherules of organic matter. Fragments and local folding reflect 
soft sediment deformation. Abundant plant fossils in Nick mineralization and abundant fossils 
of microorganisms (cyanobacteria) in the Chinese ores. 

ORE MINERALOGY (Principal and subordinate): Pyrite, vaesite (NiS2), amorphous 
molybdenum minerals (jordisite, MoS2), bravoite, sphalerite, wurtzite, polydimite, gersdorffite, 
vi/ante, millerite, sulvanite, pentlandite, tennanite and as traces native gold, uranitite, 
tiemannite, arsenopyrite, chalcopyrite and covellite. Discrete platinum group minerals may be 
unusual. Some ore samples are surprisingly light because of abundant organic matter and 
large amount of pores. 

GANGUE MINERALOGY (Principal and subordinate): Chert, amorphous silica, phosphatic 
sediments and bitumen. Can be interbedded with pellets of solid organic matter (called stone 
coal in China). Barite laths are reported in two of the China deposits. 

ALTERATION MINERALOGY: Siliceous stockworks and bitumen veins with silicified wallrock 
occur in the footwall units. Carbonate concretions up to 1.5 m in diameter occur immediately 
below the Nick mineralized horizon in the Yukon. 

WEATHERING: Mineralized horizons readily oxidize to a black colour and are recessive. 
Phosphatic horizons can be resistant to weathering. 

ORE CONTROLS: The deposits developed in restricted basins with anoxic conditions. Known 
deposits are found near the basal contact of major formations. Underlying regional 
unconformities and major basin faults are possible controls on mineralization. Chinese 
deposits occur discontinuously in a 1600 km long arcuate belt, possibly controlled by 
basement fractures. 

GENETIC MODEL: Several genetic models have been suggested reflecting the limited data 
available and the unusual presence of PGEs without ultramafic rocks, Syngenetic deposition 
from seafloor springs with deposition of metals on or just beneath the seafloor is the most 
favoured model. Siliceous venting tubes and chert beds in the underlying beds in the Yukon 
suggest a hydrothermal source for metals. 

ASSOCIATED DEPOSIT TYPES: Phosphorite layers (F07?), stone coal, SEDEX Pb-Zn (E14), 
Sediment-hosted barite (E17), vanadian shales, sediment-hosted Ag-V, uranium deposits. 

2 of 4 



Shale-hosted Nicide Zinc Moy PGE - Mineral Deposit Profiles, B.C.Geologic1 	 pp1 oIesE16.htn 

• 	COMMENTS: AgV and V deposits hosted by black shales have been described from the same 
region in China hosted by underlying late Precambrian rocks. 

EXPLORATION GUIDES 

GEOCHEMICAL SIGNATURE: Elevated values of Ni, Mo, Au, PGE, C, P, Ba, Zn, Re, Se, As, 
U, V and S in rocks throughout large parts of basin and derived stream sediments. In China 
average regional values for host shales of 350 glt Mo, 150 glt Ni, several wt % P205 and 5 to 
22% organic matter. Organic content correlates with metal contents for Ni, Mo and Zn. 

GEOPHYSICAL SIGNATURE: Electromagnetic surveys should detect pyrite horizons. 

OTHER EXPLORATION GU!DES: Anoxc black shales in sub-basins within margi,n2l basins. 
Chert or phosphate-rich sediments associated with a pydUferous horizon. Barren, 5 mm to 1.5 
cm thick, pyrite layers (occasionally geochemically anomalous) up to tens of metres above 
mineralized horizon. 

ECONOMIC FACTORS 

TYPICAL GRADE AND TONNAGE: The thin sedimentary horizons (not economic) represent 
hundreds of thousands of tonnes grading in per cent values for at least two of NHMo-Zn with 

• significant PGEs. in China, Zunyi Mo mines yield 1000 t per year averaging -4 % Mo and 
containing up to 4 % Ni, 2 % Zn, 0.7 glt Au, 50 glt Ag, 0.3 g/t Pt, 0.4 g/t Pd and 30 g/t ft. The 
ore is recovered from a number of small adits usinglabour-intensive mining methods. 

ECONOMIC LIMITATIONS: In China the Mo-bearing phase is recovered by roasting followed 
by caustic leaching to produce ammonium molybdate. Molybedenum-bearing phases are fine 
grained and dispersed, therefore all ore (cutoff grade 4.1 % Mo) is direct shipped to the smelter 
after crushing. 

IMPORTANCE: Current world production from shale-hosted Ni-Mo-PGE mines is 
approximately 1 000 t of ore with grades of approximately 4 % Mo. Known deposits of this type 
are too thin to be economic at current metal prices, except in special conditions. However, 
these deposits contain enormous tonnages of relatively high grade Ni, Mo, Zn and PGE which 
may be exploited if thicker deposits can be found, or a relevant new technology is developed. 

REFERENCES 
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Cathro and Associates Limited reviewed a draft manuscript. 
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New Chloride Leaching Process for Gold Extraction 
from Refractory Ores 

From certain gold ores, known as refractory gold 

ores, the gold cannot be fully recovered by direct 

cyanide leaching. A major cause of this is the 

occurrence of much of the gold in such ores in 

highly disseminated form in sulfide, arsenide and 

sometimes anrimonide minerals. Three methods 

have been developed for treatment of such 

refractory ores, each of which involves breaking 

down the sulfide and arsenide minerals by 

oxidation before cyanide extraction. 

In one method, the sulfide and related 

minerals containing the gold are recovered by 

flotation, and roasted. The residues (S- and As-free) 

are then leached with cyanide. In a second, recently 

developed process, the flotation concentrates are 

aerated in slurry form in a medium containing S-

and As-oxidizing microorganisms before being 

leached with cyanide. In the third method, 

breakdown of the S- and As-minerals is achieved by 

oxidative treatment of the concentrate in an 

autoclave, followed by cyanide leaching. 

Method I is gradually being abandoned 

because of environmental pollution problems, and 

new plants in the USA, South Africa, Australia 

and elsewhere tend to employ Method 2 or 

Method 3, which produce less,severe problems of 

this type. 

Over the past 10 years, however, there have 

been a number of publications which indicate that 

the direct oxidative chloride leaching of.gold from 

refractory gold ores may prove to be an 

improvement on the methods now in use. 

These new developments were reviewed by 

F K Letowsk.i of the University of Witwatersrand 

in Johannesburg, at the International Conference 

on the Science and Technology of Gold at Hanau 

in Germany iii June 1996 (1). They include: 

/ The use of less volatile 'chloride ion carriers' 
In the past, HCl has been used as the rna:n 

hloride inn carrier in leaching solutions and 

IN( ) 	 ui (:I) as the cmidaitt. This has limited 

leaching temperatures because high 	partial 

pressures of HCI lead to loss of Cl - from the 

leaching solution. Partial subsirution of HCl by 

A10 j  or LuG), has been found to decrease 

dramatically these partial pressures ol' HO, 

apparently as a result of the formation of Al and 

Zn clilorocomplexes. This has made the 

attainment of higher leaching temperatures and 

higher efficiencies possible. Decomposition of the 

refractory sulfides and arsenides occurs in the 

chloride leach solutions and their gold content 

made susceptible to cyanide leaching. 

2 The regeneration in proces,s, of nitric acid 
used as oxidant 
In the chloride leaching reaction, the nitric acid is 

reduced to NO, the conversion of which back to 

HNO3 is costly by conventional methods. A 

leaching in froth' (L/F) process has been devised, 

however, which has been successfufly applied on a 

laboratory scale for mineral graphite purification 

(2), zinc concentrate processing (3) and more 

recently for gold extraction frorn refractory gold 

ores. 

In this process, oxygen and oxides of nitrogen 

are the flotation carriers and a chloride solution 

containing HNO3 is the reactive medium in which 

the hydrophobic particles of the ore are suspended. 

In operation, the outer walls of the froth cells are 

quickly saturated with oxygen and oxides of 

nitrogen, entering them from both their sides. 

Instantaneous hydrolysis and d tsp ro-

portionation of NO2 through intermediate species 

regenerates a substantial fraction of the HNO3 fed 

to the system, which implies that the main oxidant 

in the process is oxygen. 

Gold is recoverable by adsorption on carbon 

from the chloride leach solutions, which can be 

recycled. 

The foundations appear to have been laid for a 

pilot plant evaluation of this process. 

WS Rapson 
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Issues Concerning the Quality of Assay Results 

Phillip L Hellman' 

Hellman & Schofield Pty Ltd, Suite 6, 3 Trelawney St, Eastwood NSW 2122 Australia 

"It Is necessary that the assayer who is testing ore or metals should be prepared and 
instructed in all things necessary in assaying, and that he should close the doors of 
the room in which the assay furnace stands lest anyone coming at an inopportune 
moment might disturb his thoughts when they are intent on the work." 
Ag rico Ia 2  

Abstract 
It should not be assumed that assays of samples collected during activities associated with 
mineral exploration, drilling and metallurgical testwork will be either accurate or precise. The 
onus of responsibility .of monitoring quality should be on those who submit samples. 

Assumptions of quality that depend upon, inter alia: 
• certification or affiliation of the laboratory, 
• use of internal standards by the laboratory, 
• apparent accuracy of internal standards as reported by the laboratory, 
• agreement b?tween  original assays and repeat assays by a second, third or subsequent 

laboratory, 

• agreement between Calculated Heads and Head Assays in metallurgical testwork 
should not be made. 

Numerous exampIs are presented highlighting problems such as: 
• cross contamination. of gold, 
• incorrect assay technique leading to under-statement of gold, 
• background analytical error resulting in delineation of waste as ore, 
• assay bias induced by lithology and presence of coarse gold and 
• incorrect calibrations. 

These issues reinforce the need for the submission of control samples such as blanks and 
standards, as well as properly designed check assay campaigns, to: 

• provide proof of accuracy and precision, 
• provide early warning signals of assay problems, 
• identify or eliminate the source of error when issues arise such as poor reconciliations (eg 

between resource model vs grade control, grade control vs mill), 
• minimise risks associated with resource development. 

Introduction 
The areas of exploration, resource delineation and mine development that come under the 
.general responsibility of geologists and are subject to the greatest risk are, in decreasing 
importance 3: 

• 	
• resource estimation, 

sampling and 

1  Ph 61 2 9858 3863 Fax 612 9858 4057 email plh@hellscho.com.au  
2  Agricola (1556) pp 223-224 

in the experience of Heilman &Schofieki Pty Ltd 
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assaying. 

The potential for resource estimates to be seriously in error is enormous. It is not uncommon 
for different estimates using the same data to vary by over 30% in grade and/or in tonne S4. 

Sampling bias wII directly impact on both resource estimates and on the discrimination 
between ore and waste in the production environment. Issues of assay quality affect all steps 
from exploration to production and include environmental monitoring. They also impinge directly 
on areas subject to the responsibility of metallurgists both at the Feasibility testing stage and 
also during prodcion. 

Importance of Quality Control 
A recent example 5  of the importance of Quality Control comes from a gold mine. The mine 
geology department had been complaining that the resource model was over-estimating grade. 
A detailed inspecjion of several months of blast hole assay results from the mine laboratory 
showed few asVyp less than 0.5 g/t. The author then submitted a blank pulp and a standard 
pulp with known pqid concentration to the laboratory. 

The blank returned an assay of 0.6 gIL It should have returned a less-than-detection" value. The 
standard returned a value of 1.6 g/t and had a recommended value of 0.9 g/t. Ore zones were 
being defined on the basis of a 1.5 g/t cut-off. Thus whole "ore blocks" with a true grade of 
between 0.9 and 1.5 g/t were being mined on the assumption that they exceeded 1.5 g/t. The 
identification ofssay bias in the mine laboratory ended a cycle of confusion and blame of the 

• inniceiit The view that Quality Control is the responsibility of the laboratory, and not also of 
those who submit the samples, is a common justification for not using control samples such as 
standards or blanks. 

Mines that are generally the only source of cash generation for mining companies usually have 
no effective Quality Control systems for monitoring assay accuracy in their laboratories; 
Paradoxically, the accounting firms that audit these companies, however, have sophisticated 
systems, often ISO stamped, to audit the books and financial results. 

In the production environment where there is ineffective quality control there is no basis for 
taking informed remedial action when problems arise. A typical example  of how unsolved 
problems compqur!d follows: 

• the metallurgical department complains to the mine geology department the gold head 
grade is lower than predicted in the ore being delivered to the plant, 

• the mine geology department replies that they are probably losing gold in the tails or in 
plant lock-up, 

• the tanks are cleaned out to find the gold, 
• the mine geologists point out that the hard ore that contains the good grade is not being 

processed, 

• management becomes suspicious that gold is being stolen, 
o a large batch of samples is sent to another laboratory 
o extra security is placed in the gravity circuit, 
• an "audit" of the laboratory commences, 

• the mineralisation is regarded as being unique and hostile to resource estimation, 

For example, V Snowden (1994, p335) discusses Snowden Associates' re-estimation of the resources at the 
Girilambone copper deposit, NSW, Australia and reports a doubling of the reserve tonnage at a similar grade to 
revious estimates. 
Further discussed in Example 2, below. 

6-Based on several real examples. 
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• the results of the check assays are received but they are so different from the original 
results that there isa big debate about which laboratory is correct, 

• the resource model is re-run to try to better control the spatial variability of the high grades 
with the same result as before, 

• private investigators are called in to detect fraud, 
• an audit of the grade-control procedures is commissioned, 
• everyone is suspicious that the external consultant has delivered a defective resource 

model but because terms such as "sequential indicator kriging" or "uniform conditioning" 
are used (that few understand) they feel powerless to argue, 

• management requests all resource estimation and ore blocking to be undertaken by 
polygonal methods 

• an audit of the resource estimate commences, 
• the new polygonal estimates clearly do not match reality, 
• still there is no answer, 

All of the above possibilities for explaining why the mill feed grade is below the predicted grade 
may be true, but without having credible assays of unbiased samples, there is no basis for 
coming to any firm conclusion as to what is the cause (5) of the problem. There is also no basis 
for quickly eliminating possible causes for the short-fall in gold production. 7  

. 	 Terminology 
In this paper the term "standard(s)" is used instead of the more technically correct term 
"standard reference material" (or "SRM"). Sometimes, the temi house reference material" (or 
"HRM") is used to refer to standards made for particular internal purposes by a company or 
laboratory. The term  "precision" is used to denote the spread of assay data obtained from 
replicate determinations and is often used synonymously with "relative standard deviation" 
("RSD" = standard deviation/mear) and "coefficient of variation" or "CV". These terms are 
often expressed as a percentage. 

If commercial taboja1o1es quote a precision, it only relates to a concentration level above some 
multiple of the lovTfer  detection limit" ('LD" or "LLD"). This multiple is usually 20 to 50 and 
refers to a level above  which the precision is reasonably stable. The precision value usually 
refers to twice the RSD expressed as a percentage based on multiple analyses. A quoted 
precision of 10% for base-metal analysis and 15% forfireassay gold are typical quoted levels. In 
reality these obviously depend upon many factors such as difficulty of matrix, element (it cannot 
be assumed that siJ r-r-example will have the &amepr-ecis-ion -as copper), etc. -Assays -beGeme 
more imprecise qs he lower detection limit is approached. Precision levels from actual examples 
are provided in this paper. 

The "upper detection limit' CUD" or "ULD") is a level beyond which the analysis is 
recommended to be repeated by a more appropriate technique usually because the 
concentration is beyond the normal limits of calibration. 

The term "precision" 8  is also commonly applied to the spread of assay data as determined by 
duplicate pairs. This information is usually more readily available than replicate analyses of 
individual samples. Pairs of assay results, such as two determinations of gold from the same 
pulp, that comes out of a pulvenser provide estimates of one type of precision whereas an 

It is the experience of H&S that, despite audits and reviews of operations and Feasibility Studies by high 
profile consulting qroyps, fundamental flaws may remain undiscovered. 
8  The precision value that appears in the figures in this paper refers to (AB)/(42 x m(A)) where A & B refer to 
original and repeat assays and m(A) is the mean of A. 
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original assay paired to a check assay of a split of the same pulp carried out by a different 
laboratory provides another type of precision. In these cases the absolute value of the difference 
between the tw rsults divided by the pair mean 9  is often used to estimate precision and is 
commonly expressed as a percentage. This has been referred to as the "Absolute Mean-
Percent Difference" or AMPD (eg Bumstead, 1984). The average of these values for a number 
of pairs is often reported. 

AMPDs from duplicate determinations of pulps by different laboratories are recommended by 
Fran coisBongacqn et al (1996) to be better than 10% (ie the value returned from duplicate of 
assays of 1.000r and 0.905 g/t). This level increases to 20% when assays from coarse rejects" 
are considered. These levels are somewhat arbitrary and depend upon the commodity of interest 
(eg silver typically returns higher AMPDs than base-metals) and concentration level. AMPDs 
from concentrations near the LLD will obviously be considerably higher than at higher 
concentrations. 

"Accuracy' of fnalyses or assays refers to closeness to the true value. Consistent and 
significant departure from accuracy is termed "bias" and can be expressed in a variety of ways 
such as an absolute difference or as a percentage. Thus an average value of 0.8 g/t from several 
assays of a standard with a "Recommended Value" (RV) of 1.0 g/t indicates a negative bias of 
20%. Positive bias -refers to results from unknowns that are consistently higher than accepted 
values. Bias is rnly "relative" unless results from samples are referenced against results for 
which there is ppof of accuracy. 

40 	Howarthpapers that discuss this terminology in relation to geochemical analysis include 
Howarth & Thompson (1976), Thompson & Howarth (1978), Thompson (1992) and Ramsey, et 
al (1992). 

A number of actual examples from exploration, feasibility studies and grade control are 
described below. Tie Walker Lake data set has been used to depict a mining bench to illustrate 
the impact that sampling- and-- assay -  errors may have on resource estimates and mining 
operations. This approach has been used here rather than by using actual sections or bench 
plans from operations or prospects to preserve anonymity. 

The Walker Lake data -consists -of 7-8,000 -data points from -a -digital -elevation model and has 
been studied in f etaiI by lsaaks and Srivastava (1989). The distribution of the "U" variable in the 
data set has cIoe similarities with natural gold distributions (eg skewed shape, high coefficient 
of variation of 11). One hundredth of its value is used in this paperto achieve a mean "grade" of 
2.66 g/t (with a standard deviation of 4.88, minimum of 0 and maximum of 95). Data points 
closest to the nodes of a 10 metre grid have been used as a reduced data set. 

Examples of Bies 

Example 1. 	Low grades biased high and high grades biased low 

Cause: 	Poor sample preparation procedures with samples containing coarse gold 
leading to cross contamination as well as the wrong choice of assay technique 

The evaluation of jhis deposit was flawed due to a choice of assay teGhnique that proved to be 
imprecise and partial rather than near-total as would have been achieved by the use of fire 

, assay The interpretation of check assay results was made difficult by the presence of coarse 
gold resulting in a considerable scatter when original and check assays are plotted (Figure 1). 
The use of a sub-set of the check assays that had been performed by screen fire assays from a 

9 1e [assayl - assay2[avge] or as 200[assayl - assay2]/[assayl + assay2] (expressed as a percentage) 
10  Eg RC chips 
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proven laboratory revealed an interesting feature depicted in Figure 2. The increasing bias with 
increasing grade is obvious. 

. 

. 
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Approximately oneilücd of The check assays from the data set in Figure 2, however, were of low 
• grade assays lees than 0.5 g/t. There is. little value in check assaying such a high proportion of 

low grade samle. An examination of the check assays that followed samples with high 
amounts of free gold indicated that low grade (less than 1 g/t) were being significantly 
contaminated with gold that had plated on the pulverising equipment. This caused the positive 
bias at low grades that are evident in Figure 4. 
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The impact of the variable bias on the spatial distribution of grades is depicted in Figure 3 by 
using the bias-gra.e.-relationship of Figure 4. 
The presence of poarse gold requires a careful consideration of sampling and assaying 
protocols. The use of large bowl pulvensers to obtain the largest possible fine sample before 
splitting off the sample for assaying is commendable. Even this process, however, may induce 
bias (Johansen, 1997) in mineralisation containing coarse gold such as is found in Bendigo, 
Victoria, Australia. Scoops taken from the top of the mound of pulp in the pulveriser for 
conventional fire assaying -having -an-average 0% -less -than gold -assays -detemiin-ed -by-either 
cyanidation of thp Whole  pulp or by screen fire assaying of a large sample. In this case, assaying 
the whole sampI ffectively eliminates any possibility of bias resulting from "extraction error". 
The low bias of the fire assays, however, had not arisen due their low (50 grams) sample 
weights, per Se, compared to the larger weights employed by the other techniques but rather 
because the samples were intrinsically biased due to segregation of gold particles in the 
pulveriser. 

The situation is got helped by laboratories taking short-cuts in their screen-fire methodologies. 
The author has found it necessary to specify that the sieve cloth used in screening be assayed. 
This was once accepted practice. It is also necessary to specify that the wash (eg felspar) used 
between samples to clean the pulveriser bowl be assayed to weight-average with the unknown in 
order to prevent assays -being -diminished by-gold plating -onto the -discarded -wash.-Melnbardis 
(1991) documenle'q the loss of up to 50% of gold onto disk pulveriser plates and 15% onto ring 
pulverisers from -lI inch crushed samples containing visible gold. 

0 	Example 2. 	All grades biased high 

Cause: 	Assay-error-arising from -poor-checking of standard solutions 
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Figure 5. Blocks with Biased Grades due to 
Mine Laboratory Background Error 

This example was referred to in the Introduction (above). 24% of the tonnage with a true grade 
less than 1.5 g/t has been mis-classified as ROM (blocks marked with filled squares, Figure 5). 
22% of the tonnage with a true grade less than 1.0 g/thas been mis-classified as having a grade 
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exceeding 1.0 gft. As with many reconciliation issues (resource or grade control vs mill) the 
identification of th emajor-component oftie robIemwas hindered-by-the presence-of-both -assay 
bias and also smpling bias. The most likely explanation for the constant "background error" is 
the deterioration of standard solutions used to calibrate the AAS readings. 

Example 3. 	Assay bias exacerbated by lithology and presence of coarse gold 

Cause: 	Presence of clay causing dispersion problems and solubility problems of gold 
.grains 

Discrepancies between grade prediction from mine grade control procedures and back-
calculated mill head grades at a gold mine with a significant level of gravity-recoverable gold led 
to a number of check assaying campaigns. The check assay results, however, were equivocal 
when doubt was cast on the veracity of the assays due to serious data handling errors-and an 
inconsistent explanation for some of the assay discrepancies. The absence of included 
standards did n4t help establish which laboratory should be believed. 

This example was interesting because the cyanide-soluble assays from the grade control 
samples were positively biased (of the order of 10%) compared to a number of checks by aqua 
regia and a smaller number of checks by fire assay. The mineralisation, however, has no known 
characteristics that should -prove problematical -for-aqua -regia-eg -presence of-electrum, -high 
sulphide contens, carbonate, etc). Intuitively, the cyanide results should have been lower than 
the aqua regia assays Coin cidentally 11 , the magnitude- of the bias between the cyanide results-
and the aqua regia corresponded to the mismatch between milled grade and grade control 
predicted grade. 

The mine laboratory used 'off-the-shelf" -standard -pulps that-had-an -uncertain -relevance to the 
mineralisation sp it was felt that the quality of the assaying should be re-investigated. The 
following course of action was taken in collaboration with mine staff: 

1. Several hundred kilograms from a range of rock types and grades were comminuted, 
blended and homogenised. 

2. A set (10 pulps in each set) of approximately 70 gram samples were dispatched to two 
laboratories fpr fire -assay -(30g) -of-gold in -duplicate a-third-set -of20 pulps -(with :included 
standards) xyere sent for analysis by neutron activation to establish homogeneity. 

3. The resultskom all three laboratories were examined: 

Assaying of Candidate Standards  
Standard 	Lab 1 (n=20) 	Lab 2 (20) 	NAA Lab (n=20) 

Mean 	CV% 	Mean 	CV% 	Mean 	CV% 

	

LG 	1.19 	4.3 	1.39 	2.2 	1.24 	1.3 

	

MG 	2.59 	7.0 	3.06 	3.3 	2.92 	1.6 

	

HG 	8.70 	3.5 	1017 	3.1 	9.14 	1.3 

Table 1: Homogeneity check assaying of standards 

The variation bewen the three laboratories in the author's experience is typical with an average 
17% difference between the lowest and the highest average for each standard. This variation is, 
however, unacceptable by any reasonable criteria. The two laboratories that returned the-lowest 

, 

	

	and highest valj.ie have good reputations and were advised that the samples represent potential 
standards so it Is assumed that particular care was taken with their assay. 

"This remained a coincidence 
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The results for the certified standards supplied to the NAA laboratory are: 

Assaying of Certified Standards 
Standard 	Recommended Value (git) 	•NAAResult (N3) 

2PA 	 0.85 	 0.85 
7PA 	 3.00 	 3.00 
lop 	 6.81 	 6.82 
6PA 	 1.65 	 1.66 

Table 2: Assaying of included standards by NAA 

The results In Table 2 are within 1% of Recommended Values and indicate that the 
values from the NAA laboratory in Table I can be used with confidence. 

The three standards were then provided to the mine geology department as large 
samples (-8009)to use -with -the large grade control samples for-cyanide soluble gotd 
and as sma1er samples (100 g) for use as controls for conventional assaying by fire 
assay and apup regia. 
Blank pulps and coarse blanks were also prepared. 
To resolve the historic and ongoing assay discrepancies a retrospective check assay 
program commenced using approximately 200 previously assayed residue pulps in 
combination witji Ihe newIyprnpacLstdardsand -blanks. 
Several coar se gold standards were made by using high purity separates from the 
gravity plank These were weighed and added to selected standard samples. Coarse 
blanks (several grams) prepared to mimic typical +106 micron fractions obtained during 
screening (for screen fire assay) were also added to the standards that had spiked gold. 
The coarse blank was also added to several blank pulps submitted for screen fire 
assaying. 
The prepare1 Patch was submitted to a different laboratory from those tabulated above 
for cyanide-oIubIe gold analysis and screen fire assay (-800 grams, 150 mesh, two 30 
gram fire assay undersize and fire assay of oversize, sieve cloth assayed). The "whole" 
submitted sample was assayed. 
The results of the control samples were examined: 

Standards and Blanks  
Standard 	Recommended 	Assay 	Mean CV% 	N 

(glt) 	 Value (g!t) 	Method  
Blank 	 <0.01 	 SFA 	0:03 	4 
Blank 	 <0.01 	 CN 	0.03 	4 

LG 	 1.24 	 SEA 	1.25 	6.1 	7 
MG 	 2.92 	 SEA 	2.80 	4.1 	6 
HG 	 9.14 	 SEA 	8.98 	1.87 	7 

LG 	 1.24 	 CN 	1.25 	0.7 	7 
MG 	 2.92 	 CN 	2.70 	12.2 	6 
HG 	 9.14 	 CN 	8.82 	195 	5 

TaP1e 3: Summary statistics for the assaying of standards 

These results cqmpare well with recommended values. Although the laboratory was not 
informed that the batch contained standards, it performed better than the two other 
laboratories whose results are reported in Table 1. The cyanide-soluble results are lower 
than the RVs for the MG and HG standards (by 92% & 97% respectively). 

4 

5.  
6.  

7 

8. 

9 
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10. The results from the spiked samples were useful despite potential inaccuracies in 
weighing in small amounts of physic-al gold n10 The standacd samples. The -GN-soluble 
results were conitentIy low (average of 78% of predicted values) whilst the SFA results 
were, on average, within 10% of the predicted values. The average predicted grade for 
the spiked samples assayed by SFA is 17.4 g/t and the average for the CN-soluble 
assays is 13.5 g/t. Thus at higher grades, in the presence of coarse gold, there is 
evidence that the CN-soluble grades are significantly low. 

11. An examination .f The-as ay-results-of1he-unkfiownscommenc-ed. Th -o e4ginaIpulps of 
the samples hd previously been assayed twice at different times using the mine 
laboratory's fN-soluble methodology. Thus for each sample there were two original 
assays. There were also two new assays - a screen fire assay and a CN-soluble assay, 
by the check laboratory. It quickly became clear that one set of the earlier CN-soluble 
results were biased high by an overall 6% compared to the check laboratory's CN 
results. The other.set-had a-close -agceement-with4hecheck1boratoiy. When-tte -grade 
ranges were cons4dered-, however, by sub-setting the grades intointervals from 0-1, 1-5, 
5-10 and 10-50 g/t a positive bias at low grades and a negative bias at higher grades 
became apparent (Figure 6): 

Bias vs Grade — Cyanide Leach 
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1gw'e6. Bias - Grade Relationship for Cyanide Leach Used in 
Assaying of Grade Control Samples. 

This result was consistent with previously acquired internal check assay data. 

12. The reason for the bias grade relationships became clear when the data was split on the 
basis of Jitholo9y. The 1ithologiesGontaining 1he-highest-amountsof-layer silicates had 
The tilgilest positive biases suggesting that problems of dispersion in the pregnant 
solution- were contributing to the problem. The check laboratory commented that the 
dispersion problems were extreme for some of the samples with settling of the solutions 
for hours required in some cases. 

The presence of high clay contents is a well known contributor to high bias for both aqua regia 
• 	and cyanide goç determinations. 

The procedures outlined above for preparation of standards have proved effective over 
many years. Unless every batch of samples submitted to a laboratory contains a standard 
sample there is no means to determine the accuracy of the results. This applies to stream 
sedimenfs,BLEG samples, soils, ferruginous Jags rock chips drill core, reverse circulation 

. 
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chips, grade control samples, waters, metallurgical samples -and any -other samples. The 
common assumptipn that assay results are in some way guaranteed because the laboratory 
uses its own statdardsIs clearly unsupported and unjustified. 

Useful papers qescribing the use and preparation of standards are James and Radford (1988) 
and Davis and yvipdham (1995). 

is 

. 
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. 

	

Example 4. 	Low bias in copper-rich but high iron samples from Girilambone, 
NSW. 

	

Cause: 
	

Incorrect gas mixture resulting in inadequate temperature in flame for AAS 
determinations. 

The evaluation 1 2 tht1ediothe -successfuI -deve1opnientoftheGinlambone Copper -Mine N.S.W. 
took place from 1989 to 1992. As part of the drilling program a number of pulps were prepared 
from the actual iniperalisation and were distributed to ten Australian laboratories to check the 
copper content of oxide and chalcocite samples with a variable Fe content. It became 
immediately apparent that the results formed two populations. Seven laboratories agreed on a 
lower set of Cu values, three gave results variably higher. 

The view that th majority is likely to be right is a common" but flawed approach when dealing 
with check assy. In this case the majority was wrong and the exercise resulted in the 
identification of a poor choice of AAS gas mixture resulting in an incorrect flame temperature by 
the majority of the laboratories. A re-assay program of samples with high Fe 

14  contents (—> 5% 
Fe) and low copper contents (—>0.3- < 1.5% Cu) resulted in an average 15.4% llft in -copper 
grade of the re-ssayed samples. The relationship between bias and iron content is depicted in 
Figure 7. 

An earlier check assay program had not revealed any bias but had supported the original 
laboratory's results. Such is the danger of check assay programs uncontrolled by appropriate 
standard pulps. 

—Figure-7—Bias —iron Relationship, Copperi4ineralisation, 
Ginlambone, NSW 

12  By Nord Resources (Pacific) Pty Ltd 
13 Not only in the mining industry but in most areas of human endeavour. A recent example of this concerned 
results for a nickel laterite from three laboratories two of which agreed and the third differed by reporting lower 
concentrations of 1ind1V1g.The results from the third were unjustifiably rejected. 
14 The identificatioof high iron samples for re-assay was made possible by the diligent, detailed and quantitative 
geological logging that was available as a computerised database. 
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Issues Concern the Quality of Assay Results 
	

P L Heilman 

Example 5. 	fire-assay-with AAS -finish 

Cause: 
	

Incorrectly calibrated AAS procedure 

Five standards with various grades were made up of Lebong Tandai (Bengkulu Province, 
Sumatera, Indonesia) ore in the early 1980s. These were submitted with underground channel 
samples and drill core to an Australian laboratory for fire assay (followed by AAS) gold 
determinations. TJe -results1mm submitted-standards in -numerous batchesinthcated -a I 5%low 
bias. A check laoatory with included standards was also used. A simple scatter plot of gold 
concentration of fho two laboratories with the results of the standards was sufficient to convince 
the laboratory to re-assay, at their expense, all samples from the previously assayed batches. 
The use of included standards prevented arguments between the two laboratories as to which 
laboratory was correct. 

The original laboratory maintained 1hat-the pfoblern -arose from -theAAS-euipment thoFugh -no 
other laboratory hd this problem with the same equipment. It appears that a fundamental 
problem existed either with standardisation or with- the actual- fire assay technique. This 
laboratory was subsequently sold to another group. If that low bias carried through to other 
projects how many projects may have been sirnilailyundeivalued? 

Examples of Incorrect Assay Techniques 

	

Example 6. 	Disappearance of grade 

	

Cause: 	Unconvincing explanation from the branch laboratory that "we forgot to add 
Pe-acid "---the -wrong -tec-hnique -was-used. 

The spectacular pxample of a whole batch of silver results reporting low as is depicted in Figure 
8 was discovered by the routine use of blind standards. The curious feature of this example is 
that lead and zinc assays performed in the same batch as the silver assays showed close to 
expected values. Rather than having discovered a new Ag-poor Pb/Zn-rich ore type the results 
from the stand ardsdemonstrated4hat-thesilver-as aye had-considerably-been-undervalued. The 
laboratory (a brnqh laboratory of a major international minerals analytical company) initially 
indicated that tl)e results were as reported. The standard results were then shown to the 
laboratory which then conceded that a mistake had been made. The forthcoming explanation of 
forgetting to add acid was, however, less than convincing due to the fact that the Pb and Zn 
assays are derived from the same solution. 

The check assays orPb are, on average, 8% lower than the originals (Figure 9) and illustrate a 
convincing unifom bias. The Zn repeats show a close agreement with the originals. 

The samples in this example constitute approximately 170 metres of drilled intervals from two 
holes. If undiscovered, the low grades (mean of 3 g/t) in the original batch would have resulted in 
a significantly understated resource estirnatecomparedto there-assayed -batch meanof47 g/t). 
In a preliminary exploration setting the low results could conceivably have led to the down-
grading of a pronising prospect. 

. 

. 
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Figure 8. OriginI vs Repeat Silver Assays - Entire Batch of Results 
(arrows mark position of standards) 

. 

Flgure9. Original vs Repeat Lead Assays - Entire Batch of Results 
(arrows mark standards) 
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F-igurelO. Original vs Repeat Zinc Assays - Entire Batch of Results 
(arrows mark standards) 

Amore considered explanation of the disappearance of the silver in the original batch came from 
the laboratory where the actual analysis was performed. The branch laboratory acted as a 
receiving depot and forwarded the pulps to the main laboratory for analysis. A partial leach was 
stated to have beer -mistakenly--us-ed instead of a:-rnulti-acid--digestion that •would -have involved 

• HCI, HNO3, HCI4 and HF resulting in a °totar result. This second explanation is still hard to 
understand in viq of the "partial" results for Pb and Zn having higher mean results than the 
repeats. 

Example 7. 	Inappropriate ICP technique for iron-rich laterite samples 

Cause: inappropriate assay technique that failed to report As and Sb resulting from 
iron-rich nature of matrix 

An example of the complete failure of an ICP technique for analysis of Sb and biased results for 
As comes from a laterite sampling survey in West Africa. Sb results from all the initial batches of 
results for surface Jaterite samples -were-reported by thelabor-atory-as being less-than-detection" 
by a large sample qua regia technique. Priorto selecting the technique the laboratory had been 
contacted to cheFk  the appropriateness of the particular technique. 

Checking by INAA showed these results to be clearly in error with the true results returning 
values in excess of 10 times the detection limit. Repeat analyses by the same laboratory using a 
larger ratio of solution to sample resulted in more acceptable results. 

Examples of Crpss Contamination 

Example 8. 	Cross contamination of an entire batch of samples 

Cause: Previously assayed metallurgical test products and failure by client and 
laboratory to assay coarse blanks 

The formative ex,penenoe -by-the-author-eai1y-in-his--caeer-of a whotebatch-of -surface -reck-chips 
having sufferell irreversible laboratory contamination from coarse gold originating from 
previously assa'ei metallurgical samples in the laboratory has left a lasting memory. With such 
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exciting results there was keen interest in following 15 up the initial samples. This led to a new 
batch of submitted samplesieturning vatuesiessihan.detection. 

Example 9. 	Cross contamination tails 

Cause: High amounts of coarse gold reporting to oversize in screened assays 

An examination ofsucc-essive-assays following-high grade inter-c-epts was car-ried-outto -test the 
extent of crossrcqntamination  that may have resulted during the fine pulverising stage. Two 
examples are poyided in Figure 11. 

. 

. 

One week Of field-work in midsummer 
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. 

. 

Figure 11. Diminution of grades in screened oversize following a high grade intercept. 

The fall off in grade following the intervals with exceptionally high gold in the coarse fraction is a 
testimony to the ability of gold to plate on to pulverising equipment and carry-over to subsequent 
samples. Evidence for such effects can be found by closely examining the behaviour of gold 
grades following high grade intervals-either by-assessing-the -amount of-gold that r-eports to-the 
oversize in the 9ase of screened assays (eg screen fire assays) or by looking for decay-type 
diminution of gra1e. 

Coarse blanks (eg waste gravel, coral, limestone, etc) should be submitted as anonymous 
samples especially after suspected high grade mineralisation to test for cross contamination. 
Cross contamination in samples tontaining coarse gold may be severe -and may have -the effect 
in resource evaluation drilling of falsely enhancing lower grades to levels above cutoffs of 
interest. 

A useful practice is to find out how many pulverisers are being used in the laboratory and what 
order the samples are being processed. The same number of coarse blanks should then be 
placed at the start ofevery submitted batch. This-ensures that, if the previously-prepared batch 
at the laboratory ccntained unusually high concentrations of elements (eg Mo, Au) that have a 
tendency to plate onto pulverisers, early detection of the problem is likely. 

A recent inspection of a laboratory revealed the selective non-use of inter sample cleaning 
agents (such as quartz wash). This was justified by the laboratory manager on the basis of the 
visual impression by laboratory assistants that the pulv-eriser bowls appear clean. It -is 
impossible, hover, to visually detect gold plated onto pulverising equipment that may 
contribute parts Oer million cross contamination. 

Cross contamination of gold in the context of resource estimation will result in exaggerated 
mineralised intercepts leading to the impression that mineralised widths are wider than reality. 
This will, in turn, affect geostatistical studies of spatial continuity resulting in artificially induced 
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measures of continuity. Blanks cost nothing and are easily obtainable and may provide 
indispensable infojmati9n -regarding-the quality-of sample preparation. 

Blanks that by-pass the sample preparation system are also valuable. These are typically pre-
pulverised material (eg silica flour or residue pulps) and yield information relating to background 
analytical levels and the possibility of cross contamination by virtue of solution carry-over or 
other sources of non-sample-preparation-type contamination. 

Example of Re-5aJibration 

Example 10. 	Discrepancy between Zn assays by different techniques from the 
same laboratory 

Cause: 	Incorrect calculation of assays due to incorrect calibration 

. 

. 

Figure 12. Effect of Recalibration upon Repeat Assays 

This is an unusual example and was discovered by standards submitted by the client being used 
to document discrepancies between assays based on different methods. The result was pleasing 
with an approximate lift by 33% of zinc grades. 
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Figure 13. Scatter Plot of Silver by Neutron Activation (x axis) vs ICP 

'Figure 14. QQ Plot of Silver by Neutron Activation (x axis) vs ICP 

0 	Issues Concernng the Quality of Assay Results 	 P L Heilman 

Importance of Detection Limits 

Example 11. 	Illustration of the wisdom of taking note of laboratory's guidelines 
for assay method's upper limits 

Many laboratory Schedules of Services quote Upper Detection Limits ("UD") in addition to Lower 
Detection Limits W"). These should be taken seriously as the-example depicted in Figure13 
411ustrates. In this case the laboratory's Schedule of Services specifies a LD between 2-5 ppm 
and an UD of approximately 80 - 12016 ppm. 

Inspection of a scatter plot of the data at lower concentrations (Figure 15) shows a trend of 
negative bias of the ICP results compared to the NAA results with increasing grade. The QQ plot  

, highlights this more distinctly (Figure 16) and indicates that the quoted UD is in fact too high, on 
the basis that the .NAA cesults are -more accurate --at These -levels -and -  tht -the -iCP -results 
deteriorate fron! 

I about 75 ppm rather than the higher UD indicated by the laboratory. This 
assumption is s1pported by included silver standards that demonstrated the accuracy of NAA at 

S 

Actual quoted detection limits are not provided in order to preserve anonymity. 
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levels above 100 Jt.As indicated by Figure 16 There is -a positive bias in the ICP -results at 
grades below —59-g/tcomparedtoNAA. This-accords-with results- from astandard with a RV of 
48 ppm for which the ICP results average 48 and the NAA results average 41. This bias -  is 
reversed at grades in excess of —70 g/t Ag. 

. 

. 
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Figure 15. Scatter Plot of Silver by Neutron Figure 16. QQ Plot of Silver by Neutron 
Activation (x axis) vs ICP (sub-setted data less Activation (x axis) vs ICP (sub-setted data less 
than 200 ppm) than 200 ppm) 

Further evidence f..the--perforuance fl-of. the-IC-P-and -Nechniques--atv-ailous-concentr-ation 
levels can usefully Pe obtained by a consideration of the variation of precision with concentration 
level. Results frn two blanks (a pulp and a coarse blank) as well as three standards are 
available from numerous batches assayed over a period of two years. In addition to these, 
results from duplicate pulps and duplicate rig splits (in the case of reverse circulation drill 
samples) are also available. The relationship between CV and concentration is provided in 
Figure 17 and Fijjxe 1.8 -for the two-methods-for-sHyer-and -zinc. T-he-asyniptotic-r-el-ationship 
between the tw I typical and is a reflection of the rapid deterioration of precision at low 
concentration lejelp and only a modest gain in precision at higher levels. The deterioration in the 
ICP results for silver in Figure 17 in the standard at the -300 ppm level is consistent with the 
bias at these levels noted above and reflects the instability of the method above the UD. In 
contrast, the precision of zinc remains stable at elevated concentrations (Figure 18). 

SAg - IC  
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Figure 17. CV vs Grade for ICP 
and NAA Results 
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Figure 18. CV vs Grade for ICP 
and NAA Results 
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The results fron duplicate rig splits analysed in various batches over a period of two years are 
provided 4nflgure 19 and Figure 20. 

F 	• 

Figure 19. AMPD for ICP Ag Results 
- RC Rig Splits 

Figure 20. AMPD for ICP Zn Results 
- RC Rig Splits 

It is immediately obv4ou8 That The comparison -of -duplicate -pairs -based on -different splits -of 
, coarse RC chipj introduces a significant deterioration in precision as illustrated by the average 

AMPD for Ag vIus over 20 g/t being 19.8% and that of Zn being 12.4%. The CVs from the 
standards for these two elements are illustrated in Figure 17 and Figure 18. The poorer precision 
is due to the introduction of a sampling error which was minimal in the case of the results based 
on splits of finely pulverised standards. This illustrates the importance of ensuring that 
discussions of anaytieaLprecision arebased on samples thatJiave rninimaLsampTh ajior. 

Multiple Probfeqns Within a Laboratory 

Example 12. 	Poor precision of low level gold determinations using aqua regia 
digestion 

Cause: -Incorrect calibration at gold levels over 100 ppb and no corrections used for 
actual sample weights in cases when low weight samples were submitted. 

Precise low level gold determinations are required for geochemical exploration techniques that 
utilise media such as stream sediments, soils and laterite. Aqua regia 17  digestion followed by 
AAS is ideally suited to these requirements by virtue of its lower cost compared to fire assay and 
its ability to achieye low limits -of--detection that -are usually-quoted at -the -part-perbllhionIev-el. 
The media quotd pbove are usually oxidised and lack high levels of problematical components 
such as sulphds and carbonate that preclude the technique as a general method for resource 
delineation. Aqua regia assaying for resource-type levels of interest invariably report lower 
average results with greater variability when compared with "total" techniques such as neutron 
activation or fire assay. At low levels, however, aqua rega may achieve good precision. 

, 	The results depicjd-infigure 21 -were -a -disaster t both the -laboratory--arid -client. Suitable 
standards had befl routinely submitted to the laboratory along with the soil and stream sediment 
samples. The clrnt  had assumed, however, that there was something wrong with the submitted 
standard after having been reassured by the laboratory that the internal laboratory standards 

17  For a discussion of its relative performance refer to Hall et at (1989, 1990) 
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were effective monitors of accuracy and thus guaranteed acceptable quality of assaying. The 
internal standards used by the laboratory showed no bias. 

Univariate Statistics 

variable: Au —AR 

weighted by: 

no. of data: 	74 

Varnc: 2313.49 

coefvrn: 0.311 

mm: 00.000 

qi: 115.000 

mean: 154.580 

median: 154.000 

q3: 190.000 

max: 315.000 

(data set at full limits) 

. 

Fjgure21. Aqua regia assays for gold of low level gold standard 
(same standard as in Figure 22) 

H&S had been responsible for setting up the original sampling and QC system and were 
approached to resolve the situation. The first step was to submit approximately 15 splits of the 
same standard sample to three laboratories for replicate assaying by NAA, aqua rogia and fire 
assay. A histogram .olthe NAAsults is-provided-in Figure 22. The ff coecientof-v-aiiation-(CV) 
is 2.3% which is aq excellent precision and could only be achieved if the original sample splits 
reflected a hor,ogeneous parent. Furthermore, the mean of 195 is within 1.5% of the 
Recommended Value of 200 ppb. The CV of the same standard depicted in 
Figure 21 is 31.1%, approximately 20 times the NAA-result 18. The mean of 155-ppbwouldbe 
acceptable in the context of discovering anomalies provided some semblance of acceptable 
precision was achieved. 

. 

Of 
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Figure 22. Homogeneity check by INAA of low level gold standard 
with Recommended Value of 200 ppb (marked by arrow) 

. 
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. 

The homogeneity tests using -aqua -regia and lire -assay by -an -independent laboratoty showed 
CVs of 3% and 4%, respectively. These NAA, AR and FA results prompted the laboratory to 
investigate the sçurce  of the poor precision. This led to the discovery of two problems: 

Firstly, the results of samples with weights less than 30 grams had a low bias in proportion to the 
sample weight (eg a 10 gram sample had one third of the correct concentration). The use of 
small (ie less than 30 grams) samples of —200# hand sieved stream sediments may be common 
in samples from sJ.reams --of-high -relief -(due 4o -the -rapid loss -of -fine silt-due to -high--energy 
drainages). Secnøly, since the purchase of a new AAS unit, suppression of results by 30% 
occurred due to icorrect calibration at gold levels above approximately 100 ppb. 

Actual original and repeat gold values (ppb) in pairs of samples analysed by the same laboratory 
are: 

A plot of gold cocntration vs Batch Number is provided in Figure 23. These types of plots are 
useful in highlighting deterioration of quality with time, bad batches within discrete time intervals 
and overall performance. It is clear that the quoted precision of 10% for the technique was never 
achieved over the entireperiod. 

.F4gure23. Variation in Gold Concentration of Standard Sample 
with Batch Number. (Arrow marks recommended value). 

This example demonstrates the inadequacy of relying on the performance of a laboratory's own 
internal standards as a guide to assaying accuracy. In this case a false sense of security would 
have resulted due .to -alixed weight-of 30-grams-being used-by he laboratory for the -standards. 
Many of the unIiowns, however, had weights less than 30 grams and therefore had understated 
grades due to tle Jack of the weight correction factor. 

. 
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The laboratory was obliged to have over 1000 exploration samples re-assayed and, due to the 
lack of confidencpQf-the client in The laboratory, -an independent -laboratory was, justifiably, 
requested. Thesults of the re-assays are depicted in Figure 24, Figure 25 and Figure 26. Bias 
is particularly pronounced Irithe- soR re-assays-at levels-above about 75 ,  pp. Better agreement 
in the —200 mesh stream sediments is presumably related to the "cleaner" matrix and particulate 
nature of the gold in the sediments compared to the soils. 

The —80 stream siJnents4F-igure 26)showpow-agceernent due bo 	-the poor-qua1ityof the 
original assays and also to the sampling errors associated with particulate gold. The high 
sampling error associate4withthe —80-meshsediments-i&-refIected inan-AMPD of 47%, the-
200 mesh sediments have an AMPD of 16% and the soils an AMPD of 27% (all for values over 
20 ppb). 

The cost of the lbocatotys errors is not-simply-confined 40 thecostof-re--a&sayicig -all The 
samples which In this case was borne by the original laboratory. The poor precision of the 
original analyms resulted in considerable mis-classification of geochemical anomalies. 
Imprecisely understated stream sediment results will result in the down grade of potentially large 
drainage basin areas (to several square kilometres). The occasional artificial anomaly (see 
Figure 23) causes the unnecessary follow-up of falsely high results. The combined costs of 
helicopter hire ancjiogistioal -support to -follow-up-laborato inducedanomalies is:cGnsidecabte. 

The detection qf Pias and poor precision of either original or check assays is difficult to 
impossible in samples that have high sampling errors due to particulate gold. In these cases, 
inserted standards are the only means by which quality of assaying can be unambiguously 
assessed. 

Figure 24. QQ Plot of Original vs Repeat Gold Analyses in Soils. 

. 
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Figure 25. QQ Plot of Original vs Repeat Gold Analyses 
in —200 Mesh Stream Sediments. 

. 

-Figure 26. Scatter Plot of Original vs Repeat Gold Analyses 
in —80 Mesh Stream Sediments. 

Assaying of Metallurgical Samples 

Example 13. 	Interpretation of assay results of metallurgical samples by multiple 
laboratories using typical criteria 

• 	 Cause: Reliance on agreement between Calculated Heads and Actual Heads as an 
indicator of accuracy without having submitted standards. 

Interpretation of metallurgical -results is often -difficult as a -consequence of the -absence of 
effective QC prtocoIs. Metallurgical test products are susceptible to problems of precision and 
accuracy resu ltingfram the partitioning nature of the actuaUeslwo&wbich produces extremes-in 
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element concentrations. Inclusion of-appropriate control samples is mandatory in such work due 
to the high cost of the testwork and significance of the results to the evaluation of mineral 
projects. 

Samples were submitted to five laboratories. The results in Table 4 (below) concern silver and 
are based on the same metallurgical sample and come from two of the five laboratories: 

Assay Results of Metallurgical Sample from Laboratory 1 
Weight (%) 	Ag (ppm) 	 Ag (%) 

Product 1 	 0.49 	 3900 	 33.9 
Product 2 	 0.65 	 2500 	 28.7 
Product 3 	 0.66 	 340 	 4.0 
Product 4 	 4.56 	 35 	 2:8 
Product 	 1.62 	 100 	 2.9 

Tail 	 92.02 	 17 	 27.7 
Total 	 100.0 	 100.0 

Caic Head 	 56.6  
Actual Head 	 199  

0 
Assay Results of Metallurgical Sample from Laboratory 2 

Weight () 	Ag (ppm) 	Ag (%) 
Product 1 	 0.49 	 35125 	 78.8 
Product 2 	 0.65 	 3115 	 9.2 
Product 3 	 0.66 	 303 	 0.9 
Product 4 	 4.56 	 33 	 0.7 
Product 5 	 1.62 	 94 	 0.7 

Tail 	 92.02 	 23 	 9.6 
Total 	 100.0 	 99.90 

CaIc Head 	 219  
Actual Head 	 207  

TabI! 4: Assay results of the same metallurgical products by two laboratories 

Assays for the tails by five laboratories varied from 14 to 27 ppm and for Product 1 varied from 
2800 to 37,700 ppm. Excluding Laboratory 1, assays of Ag for the tails varied from 18 to 27 ppm 
and for Product 1 from 32,300 to 37,700 ppm. 

Results for interjial standards assayed in the same batches as the metallurgical samples were 
repoxted byme laboratories. Laboratory I reported these results: 

Recommended 	Reported Value 
Value (ppm) 	 (ppm) 

Standard 1 	 138 	 138 
Standard 2 	 626 	 600 
Standard 3 	 70 	 68 

• 	The apparent gop.d performance -of-These -results s inconsistent -with The 4otal -faiJire -of the 
laboratory's performance with respect to the samples of interest. This illustrates the inadequacy 
of using laboraipries' own internal standard data as a monitor of accuracy. 

Agreement between calculated heads and actual heads is a common method used to validate 
assays in metallurgical tests. It is-easy-to-demonstrate that the introduction of-a variable-bias-(eg 
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assays at high levels too low and assays at low levelstoo high) will produce a close agreement 
(within 5%) between these two values. The results from Table 4 have been used to generate a 
set of biased assays from a hypothetical laboratory: 

. 

. 
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Hypothetical Laborator 3  
Factored 	Bias 

Weight (%) 	Ag (ppm) 	Factor 	Ag (%) 
Product 1 	 0.49 	30,000 	0.854 	74.7 
Product 2 	 0.65 	2660 	0.854 	 8.1 
Product 3 	 0.66 	333 	1.10 	1.12 
Product 	 4.56 	396 	1.20 	0.92 
Product 5 	 1.62 	105 	1.15 	0.86 

Tail 	 92.02 	30.6 	1.35 	14.3 
Total 	 100.0  	100.0 

Calc Head  	198  
ctual Head 	207  

Table 5: 	ficialIyntrduced variable -bias-to -assay resu Its 

The agreement between-the- Calculated and Actual Heads for the artticially• biased results is 
actually better than the real results provided in Table 4. This feature may lead to the erroneous 
conclusion that the biased results given in Table 5 are superior to to the real results in Table 4. 

The early detectio of-bias-without -the 1ime-con6uming submission-of residue samples 1ocheck 
laboratories is Inly possible by the use of control samples such as internal standards and 

• 	blanks. The conequences of having no control samples may include the following: 

• discrepancies between Calculated vs Actual Heads being blamed on sampling problems 
such as "spotty" gold rather than assay error, 

• incorrect estimation of metallurgical recoveries leading to over- or under-valuation of the 
project, 

-. -extra, expiensa. associated- with numerous check assays that may produce equivocal 
results, 

• masking of assay bias by poor precision. 
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